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CHAPTER I
REPRESENTATIONS OP RIEMANN SURFACES
In studying algebraic functions9 we are interested in a function, 
w = w(z), where w is an algebraic function of z, which satisfies an 
equation of the form,
f  1  „a.w = 0 ,
1 = 0  1
with a^ £ C(z) 9 the field of complex numbers with z adjoined* Por the
sake of convenience, this function w will often be represented as 
r\
^  a.w^ = Oo 
1 = 0  i-
Rational functions are elements of C^Zgw), the field of complex 
numbers with z and w adjoined* The most general such function has 
the form,
a ( z , w )  = • :
o .w "
with b^ and S C(z)*
The simplest such function of degree 1 in w is of the form
a^w + a = O 9 a_ ^ 0 *
1  o 1  ^
This function is single-valued, for to each z there corresponds one
- 1-
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and only one w, ao
^1 “
However; if we have an algebraic function of the second degree 
in W; of the form
2 2 a w  + a w + a = Os â  - 4a_a / 0,6 X O M 4SL O
we see
and there are two values of w which correspond to each z= In this 
case, w is not a single-valued function of z.
To see this more clearly, we can simplify the expression
2a^w + a^w 4 a^ = Op by letting
= 2agW + a^p
The expression /U ±s a single-valued function of w* Then we have
/K  ̂- 4*2*^ + . 0.
2Multiplying a^w + a^w + a^ = 0 by ^a^, we have
,?w22 2 1 2 o4a^  4- 4a^a^w 4- 4-â a, = 0,
2 2 2 2 \(4-agW 4- 4a^a^w + a^) - (a^ - ka^a^) = 0, or
2 2 yM - (a^ “ 4aga^) = 0.
Then, in general, by use of a linear transformation, we can consider 
every second degree equation in w as being of the form
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2
/i “ p(z) = 0»
where p(z) is the polynomial in z, - A-a^a^, 
If p(z) = z, we have
2 i©w = z = re ,
and
1©2w = /z = yre •
If the point z follows a path winding counterclockwise around the 
origin, we see that e is constantly increasing, and if z returns to 
the starting point, © has increased by 2 ̂  Thus, on return to the 
starting point,
i(© + 27^ i© i©
2 2 2I i(® + ^  _w = y re ' = \/re = yPe = - >/re ,
and w is not single-valued on the z-plane.
As Riemann realized, the simplest way to make this function 
single-valued is to define it on a new surface. One way is the 
familiar way, cutting the complex plane from 0 to infinity on the 
positive x-axis, placing a similarly cut plane above this "sheet", 
and connecting the two sheets in the following way:
Attach the "negative" side (y<0) of the cut on the bottom 
sheet to the "positive" side (y>0) of the cut on the upper sheet. 
Then attach the negative side of the cut on the upper sheet to the 
positive side of the cut on the bottom sheet.
Then when z winds once around the origin, it passes from the 
bottom sheet to the upper sheet, as it passes the cut from 0 to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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infinity. When z winds around the origin once again, it goes back to 
the lower sheet, across the cut from 0 to infinity. This corresponds 
to the fact that when z winds around the origin twice, © increases by
4-^, Thus, if w » >/^» after z winds around the origin twice, we have
+ 22- if
= \^e = .
In order to make w single-valued on this surface, the lower 
sheet is designated as Sheet I, and each point z on this sheet is 
renamed
(z, v/S-),
ie2where z = /re , and 0:S © 6.2 . The upper sheet is Sheet II,
and each point z on this sheet is renamed
(z, —/z^,
-/z" corresponding to 2  ̂© é. 4^, Now we have a surface corres­
ponding to the function w^ = z, with ordered pairs (z, w), and w 
is single valued on this surface.
The surface constructed in this way cannot be realized in three 
dimensional Euclidean space, E^, It is desirable to construct a
5topologically equivalent surface realizable in E , We can do this 
by first mapping the two sheets, I and II, topologically onto two 
spheres,
2 2 2 X + Y + Z = 1.
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“5“
To do this, stereographic projection is used* First, we let the 
z-plane coincide with the plane X = 0* Then a line is passed through 
the point (O, 0, l) and the point (x, y) of the z-plane. The point 
( X ,  Y ,  Z ) ,  where the line cuts the sphere, is the projection of the 
point (x,y) on the sphere. As can be seen, the point (O, 0, l) is 
the image of the point at infinity.
S Ji e.
111. 1-1
Then the spheres are cut along the meridian circle from the south 
pole to the north pole, corresponding to the cuts along the positive 
x-axes. (ill. 1-2). Next, the two spheres are mapped topologically 
onto the two hemispheres of a third sphere, called Sphere III. In 
order to do this, we first change the rectangular coordinates of the 
sphere to spherical coordinates.
o
S p k <z >r G. X
111. 1-2 5 pA e. v- e- IT
We know
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X = COS e cos 0  
y = sin © cos cp 
Z = sin cp ;
where (p is the angle the line on (X, Y, Z) and (O, 0, O) makes 
with the plane Z = 0, and © is the angle made by the intersection of 
the line through the origin and the point (x, y) on the original
(x, y)-planef and the x-axis* Thus © is the angle used in changing
rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates, where we have
X = r cos © 5
y = r sin ©«
Now the point (X, Y, z) on the sphere has the coordinates
0 i ©^ 2/̂ j — ̂  ̂  (p ^  9
To take the points on the two spheres into points on the two
hemispheres, for points on Sphere I, we make the transformation f] ,
with
For points on Sphere II, we make the transformation Tip with
rr(®9 <f) = ( ^
Now we have a l-I mapping of Spheres I and II onto Sphere III,'
and we shall see that an image of a point z passes from the image
of Sheet I to the image of Sheet II in the same way that z passes 
from Sheet I to Sheet II.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
y > o
y <c
SpU e r e. ^3 h & &■
ù >o
y p-cp
/  Sf=> A s, r- e. ^TITs  h e.^ 'f' X L
The points on Sheet 1 with y ^  0 map into points on Sphere III 
with Y >0* The points with y Z. 0, but close to 0, map into points 
with y > 0, but close to 0, and' in spherical coordinates with © 
close to, but less than, ^  on Sphere III. The points on Sheet II 
with y > 0, but close to 0, map into points with Y < 0, but close to 
0, and with the spherical coordinate © less than 2 but near 2^*
If a point z on Sheet I has x>0, and y ^ 0, but near 0, it 
is on the negative side of the cut along the positive x-axis, and 
if z continues in a counterclockwise direction, it will pass to 
Sheet II across the cut on the x-axis. The image of this point z 
on Sphere I has as its ©-coordinate, © < 2 but nearly 2 
Its image in the hemisphere of Sphere III with Q é. b £ ̂  has © 
very near ^ . If it continues in a counterclockwise direction
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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direction ( e  increasing), it will soon pass to the hemisphere with 
^  d e ^  27r , which is the image of Sphere II, which is in turn, the 
image of Sheet II« Thus the image of z in Sphere III moves from the 
image of Sheet I to the image of Sheet II, and passes over the line 
e = ^  , which is the image of the cut over which z had to pass, 
traveling in a counterclockwise direction, to go from Sheet I to 
Sheet II. Similarly, the line © = 2 ^ o r O  is the image of the 
line over which z must pass to go from Sheet II to Sheet I, again 
traveling in a counterclockwise direction.
Thus the mapping of Sheets I and II onto Sphere III is a 1-1 
mapping, under which a point z can wind around the origin in the 
same manner as on the original Riemann surface composed of Sheets I 
and II.
pIf the function w - p(z) = 0 is of the form
we cannot make a cut from 0 to infinity, as before. We know
 ̂= J 1̂* % - °
a
ai
If the point z winds around the point - “  , we can write z as
^1
^o iez = + re o
^1
As © increases by 2 we have
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=ys^#e ^ 2
In order to make a surface on which this function is single-valued, 
we proceed as before, except that we make the cut from -a^/a^ to
infinity, along the line through z = 0 and z = -a^/a^,
The function
2 2 w = a_z + a^z + a 2 1 o
can be factored, so that
2w = a^Cz-r^Xz-r^)» 
where r^ and r^ are the roots of the equation
2a^z + a^z + a^ = Oo
Then
i0If z = r^ + re , when z winds around r^ but not around r^, so that
e increases by 2^, we have
23̂ )w = /a„ /r, + re ' ' - r^ /z-rg
_____________ ij© i ^
= ya^ /re^^® yz-r^ = v5e ^ yz-r^
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le
. - ^  Æ-e 2
The result is the same when z winds around r^ but not r^« If z 
winds around both r^ and r^, then the arguments of both z-r^ and 
z-r^ are increased by 2 or
,__  c___  ±7T__ ___
2i^
Then the cut is made along the line from r^ to r^s and the branch 
points are r^ and r^* By attaching Sheets I and II along this cut,
as before, and identifying points on Sheets I and II as usual, w is
single-valued on this Riemann surface. To make this surface realizable 
?in E , we map the two sheets onto two spheres, except that this time 
we map the points r^ and r^ into (O, 0, =l) and (O, 0, l). This may 
be done by first mapping each z-plane into itself by the transforma­
tion
M  -
SO that r^ goes into ^  = 0 and r^ goes into y/ = <«', These images
of Sheets I and II are then mapped onto Spheres I and II, which are 
in turn mapped onto Sphere III, as before.
However, if
2 ^ 1  w = £ a^z ,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3  ithe situation is changed. If we factor T  a..z , we have
/•= o ^
w^ = a5(z”r^)(z~r2)(z-r^)9 
where r^, r^» and r^ are the zeroes of w. Then
If z winds around two of the roots, such as r^ and r^, then the
situation is the same as in the case where p(z) was of degree 2, 
namely the argument of (z-r^)(z-r2 ) changes by 4 ̂  and the sign of
w is not changed. Thus, if we make a cut from to and attach
Sheets I and II as before, when z winds counterclockwise around r^
or Tg, but not both, and not around r^, z passes from Sheet I to
Sheet II, However, when z winds around r^ or r^, but not both,
and also around r^, the argument of w changes by 4 ̂  and thus the
sign of w does not change. This suggests z passing from Sheet I 
to Sheet II along the cut from r^ to r^, and then in some way 
returning to Sheet I, Therefore, another cut is made from r^ to
infinity, along the line through z = 0 and z = r^, and the two 
sheets are attached as usual along this cut.
In the same manner, if
w^ = ^a. z^ = a. 7T(z-r ),
/== o ^ = / ^
by making the cuts from r^ to r^ and from r^ to r^, and attaching 
Sheets I and II as usual.
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is single-valued on this Riemann surface.
However, this new surface, with two cuts instead of one, is 
not topologically equivalent to a sphere. On a sphere, any closed 
curve may be deformed into a point, but a closed curve on this sur­
face, for instance, which goes from Sheet I to Sheet II over one 
cut and continues back to Sheet I over the other cut, cannot be 
deformed into a point. However, the two sheets can be mapped onto 
a torus, to which the surface is topologically equivalent, as 
follows:
First the two planes are mapped stereographically onto Spheres 
I and II, as before, and then cuts are made from r^ to r^, the
images of r^ and r^, and from r t o  r^. (ill, 1-4) Next
<3
He.
111. 1-4 
/we imagine the cuts from r^ to r^ and from to r^ being pulled
out in tubes, (ill, 1-5), We know a surface of this type is topo­
logically equivalent to the sphere with the cuts described, How 
there are two spheres with two tubes, each, extended, Next, r^“̂ and 
on Sphere I are matched with r^ and r^, respectively, on Sphere 11,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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- 9
111. 1=5
Similarly, and on Sphere I are matched with r^ and r^'on Sphere 
II respectively*
S' f> ̂ S  p h e, r- e, IT
111. 1=6
By imagining this surface to be rubber, as in a balloap, 
see that it can be deformed easily in the shape of a torus or 
doughnut, (ill. 1-7) ^ '
1 1 1 . 1=7
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If we have
2 Ù ± h , \w = 2 ^4  ̂ = a TrCz-r )s n > 5,/= O ■*■
to make the usual Riemann surface, we make cuts from r, to r. 5 ® «
T to r„, , and from r to if n is odd, or from r  ̂ to r2k-1 2k' n ' n-1 n
if n is even, and attach Sheet I to Sheet II in the usual manner. Thus,
if n is odd, we have the two sheets attached along cuts, and if
n is even, along ̂  cuts.
To construct a topologically equivalent surface realizable in 
we first map the two sheets stereographically onto two spheres, 
as was described for the case when n 6 4. Then, as in the case when 
n = 5 or 4, the two spheres are cut along lines corresponding to 
the cuts on the two sheets. (ill. 1-8)
5" p 4 e r- e. 3 o 4 e, r e.111. 1-8
Again visualizing the two spheres as rubber balloons, we pull out 
—^  or •— tubes, where the cuts were made.
5 t. 3T 111. 1-9
rt-K
S F
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The ends of the tubes are matched as before, and we now have two 
spheres with tubes, if n is odd, or ~ tubes, if n is even, 
connecting the two spheres, (ill, I-IO),
111, I-IO
Again imagining the surfaces to be rubber, we see that the two spheres 
can be deformed into one along one of the cuts, and the surface is 
still topologically equivalent to our original Riemann surface. Thus 
we have as our Riemann surface for the function
a sphere with - 1 handles, if n is odd, and with - 1 handles, 
if n is even, (ill, I-ll), The number of handles is designated by g.
111. I-ll
and g is called the genus of the Riemann surface which is topologi­
cally equivalent to a sphere with g handles. The corresponding 
function
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2a^w + a^w + a^ = 0
is single-valued on this surface*
It can be shown that the Riemann surface of any algebraic 
function is topologically a sphere with g handles, and that the 
algebraic function is a single-valued function of the points on this 
surface. ^
1 . Ref* (?)> page 11.
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CHAPTER II 
MANIFOLDS
In this section, we are assuming certain elementary topological 
ideas and concepts, such as may be found in Hall and Spencer's 
ELEMENTARY TOPOLOGY.
To study further the properties of Riemann surfaces, we shall 
define and investigate 2-dimensional manifolds, and especially those 
manifolds which are analytic. It shall be shown that any Riemann 
surface of a given analytic function is an analytic manifold. 
DEFINITION 2-1— A\ set E is said to be connected if it cannot be 
expressed as the union of two non-empty disjoint open sets. 
DEFINITION 2-2— A. 2-dimensional manifold is a connected Hausdorff 
space M in which each point of M is contained in an open set IT
2which is homeomorphic to an open set Y in the Euclidean plane E *
2We designate points of E by ordered pairs of real numbers,
(x,y). For P C D ,  we let
$(P) =
where (P^ and are continuous real-valued functions of P and let
= a, <X?2 (P^) = b.
THEOREM 2-1— A connected Hausdorff space M is a 2-dimensional manifold 
if and only if every point of M is contained in an open set homeo­
morphic to a disk K= ^(x,y)| (x-a)^ + (y-b)^ < r^, a, b, and r
2arbitrary, in E .
'17-
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PROOF— If every point of M is contained in an open set homeomorphic
2to a disk in B , M is by definition a 2-dimensional manifold.
Conversely, if M is a 2-dimensional manifold, let V = ̂ (U),
pas(bscribed above, with £ R. Since 7 is an open set in E , there 
is a ̂ herical neighborhood of the point (a, b),
K = £(x, y)l(x-a)^ + (y-b)^ r^^ ,
such that KC7. Then j|̂ ̂ (k ) is an open set of M containing and
2homeomarÿ3io to an open disk of £.
Since the mapping
ŝTT C  M 7 C  E^ 
is 1-1, each ordered pair (x, y) £} 7 determines one and only one 
point P £ U, and therefore (x, y) can be used as the coordinates of 
P in U. The ordered pairs (x, y) are called the local coordinates or 
local parameters of P, under the mapping The set of points in M 
with local coordinates (x, y), such that
(x-a)^ + (y-b)^ < r^ 
is called a coordinate disk or parametric disk of radius r about Po
2Some examples of 2-dimensional manifolds are E itself, the complex
plane, the sphere, and the torus. The cone
2 2 2 
Kî & +
is not a manifold, as we can see by considering any open set D in K 
containing the point (O, 0, O). The set D - f(0, 0, 0)J is
obviously disconnected* However, if K were a manifold, under any
■r 2homeomorphism $, the image of 3) in E would contain an open disk A
which would in turn contain the image of (O, 0, O). However,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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§ ^(A) - £(0, 0, O)J is disconnected and hence its homeomorphic
image
5/$"^(A) - [(0, 0, 0)JJ = A = lp(0, 0, 0)j
is disconnected. But we know that such a punctured disk, A - ^(O, 0, 0)J,
2is connected. Hence there is no open connected set of E which is the 
homeomorphic image of I) and therefore K is not a manifold.
In general, the set of local coordinates about the point is 
not unique. First, let oC be a mapping such that
y) y), y)J
is a homeomorphism of V = ̂ (U) onto another Euclidean neighborhood 
Then cC'O, for P £ Ü, with
cc4(p) = -c^ÇP^(P), (X9g(P)J =
2is another homeomorphism of ? onto an open set of E . It can be seen 
that as given above, is another set of local coordinates of
the point P. In addition, if and TĴ  are parametric disks containing
P^, then TĴ  O  is also a neighborhood of P^. If
$(P) = (y'gCP)]
is a local parameter in TĴ , and
V ( p )  = I </i(P), v/g(P) J
is a local parameter in U^, then both parameters are valid in ^2^ 
and
y)]
defines a homeomorphism of i(TT̂  O  U^) onto '^(U^ H  Ug).
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Let G be a region of a manifold M@ i, e., an open, connected
subset of Mo Let U be any open set of M such that IT /I G / and U
2is homeomorphic to an open set V in E under the mapping Then 
G n TJ is an open set of M and ̂ (G <OIJ) is an open set in T C  under 
the homeomorphic mapping for open sets map into open sets under a 
homeomorphism. Because G is connected, G is also a manifold. Then 
we see that a subregion of a 2-dimensional manifold is again a 
2-dimensional manifold.
THEOREM 2-2— Every manifold is arcwise connected.
PROOF— Let A be the set of points in the manifold M that can be con­
nected to a point by a path in M. Ehrery point P in A belongs
to a parametric disk D that is the image under the homeomorphism
■x-1 2$ of a disk K in E o Each point P^ in D can be joined to P by a 
path that is the homeomorphic image of a radial line in K. There­
fore every point P^ in the parametric disk D also belongs to A.
Thus A is open. But M - A is open, for, if Q £ M - A, Q, has about
it a parametric disk d '̂  and D /I A = To see this, if
r\ A ^ there is a in D '/O A such that can be connected
with P^ by a path C in M, However, since D is a parametric disk,
there is also a path L in B that connects and Q, such that L
is the image of a radial line L in K the pre-image of D
io e., Q £ A. Thus M - A. is open. Since M = A L/ (M - A) and M
is connected, either A or M - A must be empty. Since P^ £ A^
M - A must be empty. Therefore M = A, and thus M is arcwise
connected.
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Because each point P M has about it a parametric disk D, the 
union of all these disks forms a covering of Mo
THEOREM 2-3— M has a countable base if and only if M has a covering 
consisting of countable many parametric disks*
0̂ 3PROOF— Assume M has a countable base G = • If P 6 M, P has
about it a parametric disk D, and D = C/ H C TJ c Tu where/f-/ n^ n^ o  no n^/
k ^ and for some n, P S TĴ  C  D. Let be called TĴ (P) *
Then there is a disk D such that U^(P) ̂  B and fj) 7. formsn n ' n ^ n^^-'
a countable covering of M*
Assume there is a countable covering of M by parametric
disks, ^ I ' G t  7^ be the image of on the Euclidean
plane. Let R be the collection of all disks in V with points n n ^
(b^, bg) as centers* with b^ and b^ rational* and with rational
radii. Then each of the disks in R has a pre=image in D . Letn n
^n the collection of these preimages in Then
if G = LV S , G forms a countable set. To show G is a base for
M, let V O  M be an open set. If p £ V, p £ for some n, and p 
has the local coordinates (c^, c^)» Since V is open, there is an
> 0 such that the points of the disk D, with local coordinates
(x, y) satisfying
(x-c^)^ + (y-Og)^ c. £  ̂
is in V, Let r, b^, and b^ be rational numbers satisfying:
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r < g ,
V®l|
bg-Ogl < "S'
Then the parametric disk = ^(x? y) |(x~b^)^ + (y-hg)^
is an element of G, and p f 6  G, so that
V = L/ S..
p&V ^
Thus every open set of M is the union of open sets of G and 
G is therefore a base»
When we are studying a function f defined on a manifold M, we 
may consider f as a function of the local coordinates  ̂CP̂ {'P)Jf
where $ is the homeomorphism of the open set D containing P onto the 
open set K = §(D) in E^, However g if for (xg y) £ Kg the mapping Ap 
with
X(xg y) = [A^(x 9 y)_J 9
is a homeomorphism of K onto A^K) C then Af^(P) represents a
change of local coordinates» We must be certain that the properties 
we study in terms of a local coordinate system are not lost if we
change to a different coordinate system, as in the homeomorphism
above» For example, f is continuous in a neighborhood U of a
point P if and only if, for the local coordinate system
^(P) =[<^7^(p)s = (xg y)g
valid in U,
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.1 ,(Xy y)J = g(x, y)j 
is a continuous function of the two variables w and y in ^(U)»
If ̂  is the homeomorphism of a set V C M  into E^j and 
U 0  V / then, for P £ U n  V,
iF(p) = == (x^* y^)
is a new set of local coordinates of the point P valid in U O  V, and
(x, y) = y^)J =
yi>] =
y^)] ,(pj^ ŷ )̂ J  ̂
= r^(x^, y^), A  2(^1' ^i)] 
is a homeomorphism of '̂ (tJ D  V) into i(U CÏT)» If
|"^(x, y) = y^),
then
f£$“ (̂x, y)] = f [lp°'̂ (x̂ , y^)^
= slu^2 ^ 1 ) 9  ^  2^^1® ^ 1 ) ] " h(x^, y^)
is still a continuous function of (x^, y^)*
Since we are interested in analytic functions, and we want to be 
able to talk about the differentiability of functions, we find it 
convenient to introduce the concept of a differentiable manifold»
pDEFINITION 2-5— A real-valued function defined in a region R C  E 
is said to be of class if all its partial derivatives of 
order < n exist and are continuous in R.
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If two real-valued functions^ f^ and f^» are defined in a
region R C  and f^ and f^ are of class C^p then f^ and f^
2determine a mapping f of R into a subset of B %
f * R - » f ^ ( R )  X  fg(R),
which is of class Ĉ ,
DEFINITION 2-4---The manifold M is a differentiable of manifold
(1) if there is given a collection ^i^i£I® where for some
index set I, open covering of M and is a
homeomorphism if onto an open set of E^ — the mapping
defines a system of local coordinates in the set TÎ  — and
(2 ) if, when H /I U. / fé, the 4) .(̂ . ̂ ) is a mapping of (U. r) H. )X J J 1 X J X
into n  T7j) =
The collection is said to define a differentiable
structure in the manifold M» Let M-'tf-WcT be another different
tiable structure defined on M, Then ̂ ^ 9  ^i^itl ^  .̂re
said to be the same, if the covering obtained by taking all the 
open sets in with their respective mappings
$. and satisfies (l) and (2 ) above.^ J
A differentiable manifold is defined as a manifold together 
with a set of allowed local coordinates (those defined by 
[(Pil^^)* with being an allowed homeomorphism of
2onto an open subset of E ) 9  which are the only local coordinates 
to be used.
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If f is a real-valued function on a manifold M, then in each 
parametric disk U, f may be expressed as a function of the local 
coordinates in TJ.
DEFINITION 2-5— The function f is said to be of Class C^ on M when 
f is a function of all the allowed local coordinates of each 
parametric disk.
Since the changes of coordinates on a manifold are of class
1 1  1 1 C , and a 0 function of a C function is a C function, f is still
of class on a set TJ C M under a change of local coordinates.
We remark that even though f is differentiable on a set U with 
respect to a given set of local coordinates, f may not be differen­
tiable with respect to another set of local coordinates. For 
example, for P S' U, let
#(P) = (x, y) 
be a set of local coordinates such that
fl:̂ “ (̂xs, y)J = g(x, y)
is a differentiable function of (x, y) in |(U). Then let T?" be
2another homeomorphism of U into E , with
ir(P) = (x^9 y^)
and such that
X =/4^(x^, y^), y = y^)s
with and ̂  ̂  continuous functions of x^ and y^. However
f/l^"^(x^, y^)] = y^), X  y^)] = h(x^, y^)
may not have partial derivatives, for a differentiable function of a 
continuous function may not be differentiable. Therefore more struc-
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ture on the manifold is needed»
DEFINITION 2-6-- The manifold M is called a (complex) analytic 
manifold or an (abstract) Riemann surface
(1) if there is given a collection îJitl'' where^ for the
index set I, is an open covering of M and is a
homeomorphism of onto an open set in the complex z-plane; and
(2 ) if, when U. <0 TJ. / then $.(fT^) is a conformai, sense-r J J 1
preserving mapping of $. (U. /I D.) onto §.(D. ON.)? that is,
1 1 0  J 1 0
w = $.r$T^(z)] = f(z) is an analytic function of z in (N Q ? )»
0 1 1 1  0
Since ^L(^T^) is 1-1, f'(z) / 0, The mapping defines local
coordinates in U., and )u., O.i . defines an analytic structure in
1   ̂1  1/ x£l —— -«i——-- —— — — — '
the manifold Mo Another collection (V.gTF, defines the same
^ J *  J -/J t  J
analytic structure on M if the collection of all open sets
and together with the allowed mappings satisfy conditions
(1 ) and (2 ). Analogous to the case of differentiable manifolds, a 
Riemann surface is a manifold together with a certain set of allowed
local coordinates, and only these coordinates are to be used»
Not only may a point C M have several sets of local coor­
dinates, because may belong to more than one but if
P £ U, ^(P) = z £ $(n); and if w = f(z) is a 1-1 conformai mapping 
of §(n) onto an open set of the w-plane, then f^P(P)J = w = w^ + iw^
is also a set of local coordinates of P» If $('P ) = z , then the* ' o o
parametric disk D = £z| jz-ẑ j < rj, for r sufficiently small, is
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contained in U» Setting
(z - z j
W = --------
there is a new local parameter
V = T(p)
with '^(P^) = 0 and jw| * 1» Thus every point £ M is the 
center of a parametric disk D = £w||w| 6  l^o
DEFINITION 2-7— -If f is a complex-valued function on Me, then f is 
called analytic at if, in terms of the local parameter,
z - ^(P), with ^(Pq) = 0 ; the function f[$™^(z)] is an ana­
lytic function of z for z < r, r Go E Note==there is a series
Ea = f[^“^(z)j,
convergent for z < r, as we know.J
Since a change of local coordinates involves functions of the
type which are analytic if M is an analytic manifold, f is^ J
analytic for all sets of allowed local coordinates in U if f is 
analytic for the set of coordinates z = ̂ (P), P £ U, because an 
analytic function of an analytic function is again analytic#
While the functions considered so far have been mappings of a 
Riemann surface into the complex plane, we shall also consider 
mappings, f, which take a Riemann surface 8  ̂into a second Riemann 
surface S^»
Let P^ Ê. S^ and f(P^) = &  S^o Let be the homeomorphi.sm
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of IT, containing P^, into the z-plane. Let TT be the homeomor­
phism of V, containing into the z-plane. Let z = §(P) and
w = Then f is said to be analytic on if the composite
function
w = Tr&l3”^(z)JJ = g(z) 
is an analytic function of z for all P £ S^«
definition 2-8““Two Riemann surfaces such as and 3^ are said to 
be conformally equivalent if there is a 1 - 1  analytic mapping of 
3^ onto Sg.
From the definition of two conformally equivalent surfaces and 
the definition of an analytic complex-valued function on a manifold, 
it can be seen that any open set TJ of an abstract Riemann surface 
H with a given allowable mapping $ is conformally equivalent to an 
open set of the z-plane, namely, £(TJ)o Also, if 7 is another open 
set of M, with the allowable mapping and with U H 7  / then 
TJ n 7 is conformally equivalent to both ̂ (U n  7) and "ÿ'Cu /I 7)*
Thus, any Riemann surface consists of small neighborhoods patched 
together so that overlapping pieces fit together conformally.
When we study analytic functions in the z-plane, we are led to 
the construction of Riemann surfaces on which these functions are 
single-valued. Usually, these surfaces are pictured as several 
sheets, each a replica of the z-plane, lying over one another, and 
connected appropriately.
In this section, it will be shown that this Riemann surface 
is an abstract Riemann surface or analytic manifold. The analytic 
functions that have been studied so far have been of the form
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or have been reducible to this form. The most general analytic 
function is of the form
P(z=a) = 2 a (z-a)^ ' * /T-on' '
These power series will fonn the building blocks for the Riemann 
surface of an analytic function.
The function P(z-a) coverges either in the whole z-»plane or in 
a disk D = £z||z-a|< r^ and perhaps on part of the boundary, 
DEFINITION 2-9— A regular function element is defined as a power 
series, P(z-a), which converges to a regular analytic function 
in D = ẑ |[a-zl < r^, where r is the radius of convergence. The 
point z = a is called the center of the function element.
Since
z “ a =■ (a—b) + (b—a),
we have, if (a-b| < r,
<=>̂ nP(z-a) = 2a (z-a) =
n=c> n
2  a (z - b + b - a)^ = 2 .a [(z-b) + b-a)J^,
Then we can use the binomial theorem to get
P(z-a) = Q(z-b) = 2 b (z-b)^
where
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Because |b-a)-cr and Q(z-b) is simply a rearrangement of the 
terms of P(z-a) in the circle £z||z-al ^ r^, the radius of conver­
gence of Q(z-b) is at least as great as r - |b-a|, or the distance,
on the line through b and a, from b to the nearest point on the 
circle £z | [z-al = r X  If the radius of convergence of Q(z-b) is
greater than r, it is said the function P(z-a) has been extended
beyond the disk £z| |z-a| < r X  The function Q(z-b) is called a 
direct analytic continuation of P(z-a).
If we have been successful in continuing P(z-a) beyond 
I |z-a| < r^, we may be successful in extending Q(z-b) beyond 
ẑ| Iz-b I < r^^, where r^ is the radius of convergence of Q(z-b),
From this idea we develop the idea of a chain»
DEFINITION 2-10— A chain is a finite sequence of disks,
Eg, .0 0 , K^, so arranged that if a^ is the center of
K^, i = 1 , 2 , ».», n, and r^ is the radius of K^, then
la. - a. - 2,r. , or the center a.  ̂ of the disk K.  ̂ liesI X x+l| x*̂ x+ 1  x+ 1
within the disk K^*
DEFINITION 2-11— Analytic continuation along a chain of disks —
Let K^, Kg, .»., K^ be a chain as defined above» Let
P^ = P^(z-a^) be a function element with as its disk of 
convergence. If ^ direct analytic continuation
of P^, i = 1 , 2 , «»», n, P^ is said to have been continued ana­
lytically along the chain of disks, K^, Kg, ..», K^.
DEFINITION 2-12— Analytic continuation along a path —  Let C = (<=<, l)
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be a path in the z-plane, with z = oc(t) 9 0 £ t 6 . 1 * Let
°i (0 ) = a and c^(l) = b be the end-points of this path. Let
P = P fz-^Co)! = P (z-a)O o' " ' / J  o
be a function element defined at z =<=^0) = a. To each t 6  I, 
we can associate a function element
P(t) « Ptlz-=4t)],
defined as follows?
Let t^ £ I and let r(t^) be the radius of convergence of
the function element P. , If t̂  has the property that
o
^(t) S [z||z- (t̂ )] < r(t^)Jg for t^ < t < t^g we require
P to be a direct analytic continuation of P, along C, This 5  
^1 ^o
of course, excludes the necessity of P^ being a direct analytic
continuation of P. simply because C winds back into the circle
o
of convergence after once leaving it. However, because C is
continuous and because the radius of convergence of
P^ [z- (tg)J 0 — otherwise P_̂ [̂ z- (t^)J would not be
o o
analytic in a neighborhood (analyticity is not defined for a
point)--for r(tg) > 0 , there is a S' > 0 such that < S'
implies |°c(t) - cx.(t̂ )| < r(t^).
If the conditions listed above have been satisfied, we 
say P^ = P^^z=^(iy] = P^(z-b) has been obtained from
P^ = = P^(z-a) by analytically continuing P^ along
the path C, We could have instead obtained P^ from P^ by
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continuing along the path C” ô 
THEOREM 2-4— Analytic continuation of a given function element P^
along a given curve C always leads to the same function element
^1-
PROOF— Let P^ be identically equal to and let P^ and be the
continuations of P^ and respectively^ along the path
C = l)" Let E be the subset of the interval I = ^t|0 ft^ 1 J*
consisting of those t for which P_̂_ = The subset E contains
the point t = 0, so that E / For all t̂ <, P^ and converge
o o
in a circle, £z jz- (t̂ )| <r € (t^^, where ^(t^) is the minimum
of the radii of convergence of P and Q, o Since C is con-
o o
tinuous, there is a£(t^) such that if |t-t̂ | tC S(t^) p then 
l<x:(t) -<?c(t̂ )| -̂ £.(t̂ )o Hence, for [t-t̂ j < 6  (t^), P^ and
are direct analytic continuations of P and Q_ , respectively*
o o
If e E, then P^ = , and P^ - for |t-t̂ | <. 6  (t^)*
Thus E is open relative to I*
If t^ is a limit point of E, then if the minimum of the
radius of convergence of P. and Q is '̂(t- ), there is a
^o ^o °
^(t )
f such that if j t-t^j </ 6  (t^), then|^{t)-^(t^)|< — 2 ^ “
Let t-, be a t such that It -t I < ^(t )* Then 
1  I 1  o| o
f(t )
|‘̂('t̂ )-«̂ (t̂ )| < ■ 2  9 and P^ = * However, because
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£(t )|od(t̂ )““<(t̂ )| < — is a direct analytic continuation
of P. , and Q. is a direct analytic continuation of Q, o But the 
^o ^1 ^o
radius of convergence of both P and Q are equal to or greater
£{t ) £'(t )
than f'(t̂ ) -|c<t^)-‘<(t^)|> £'(t^)- — ^  =...2 ".
belongs to the circle of convergence of P. 5 Q. j, and in this
^1 *1
circle P^ r so that P^ % « Thus t̂  S E, and E is both
o o
open and closed, relative to I, so that E = I, Then P^ J
for all t C I; and thus P^ 5  Q^.
THEOEEM 2-5— The radius of convergence r(a) of the series P(z-a) 
is either identically infinite or is a continuous function of 
the center a*
PROOF— If r(a) = and Q(z-b) is a direct analytic continuation 
of P(z-a), then
r(b) > r(a)-|b-a| « oa = |b-a| =
If r(a) < <=><3, choose b such that |b-a| , and
r(b) > r(a)-|b-a|j>
Then |a-b| A < r(b)g so that a lies in the circle of con=
vergence of Q(z-b) and
r(a) 2l r(b)-l a-b |,
Then
r(b) -r(a) > - |b-a|
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I a-b I r(b)-r(a)a
so that
[r(b)=.r(a)| i |b-a| ,
and thus for (b-a|arbitrarily small, jr(b)-r(a)| is arbitrarily
small, and r(a) is a continuous function of a«
THBOHEM 2-6— If the continuation of the function element along a
curve C = (■=<, l) is possible, it can always be accomplished by
analytic continuation along a finite chain of disks.
PROOF— Since the radius of convergence r )] of the function
element P^ is a continuous function of t, and because r['̂ (t) 3  > 0 ,
it has a lower bound ^^0. Let the sequence 0 = t ^ t.<:... <"t = 1o 1  n
be chosen such that r̂ (t.  ̂)-"x(t. ) < S' , i = 1, n. ThenI l+X 1
the sequence of disks |
1 = 0, 1, .« «, n, forms a finite chain, and P , P. , ... P̂o 1
form an analytic continuation along this chain of disks.
What happens if P^ is continued along a curve l), from
cX (ol - a to cK- (l) = b, and then Q , with Q f P , is continued0 7 O b O O
along a second curve, l) with end points <=<̂ {0) = a and
<=̂ (l) = b? Is = P^? The answer is yes, if 0^ is "sufficiently"
close to C o o
THEOREM 2“7”“Let S be the minimum of the radius of convergence
r^(t)) of the function element P^. Let l) be any other
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curve withc<^(o) = a and => bg such that o<^(t)- of^(t)
(the precise meaning of "sufficiently" close)» If is the
function element obtained by continuing along the curve G^g
then = Q^.
PROOF— Let ft.l^ s with t .<t. ^gt = 0, t = Ig be a sequence ij x=o X x+1 o n
such that for all i, |=<(t^)-«^t^^^) < If is the disk
|z-c<(t^)j < r(=<(t^)), i = Og .0 * 5  ng then the chain of disks
K , K gives us the continuation of P to P, by a finiteo' ' n o 1
succession of direct continuations. Let L^ represent the line
segment joining c<̂ (tĵ ) to c=<̂ (t̂ ). If we continue a function
element P^ from o<̂ (t) to any point v  such that j“t(t)-v" |^r(o< (t) ) g
along any path lying entirely within the circle K = ẑ| |Z“ *<(t) |
< r(c<(t)) f the function element P will be the sameg for each
such direct continuation is simply a rearrangement of the terms of
the original series* Therefore, if we continue P^ from a to
and from a to cf^(t^) and then to c<^(t^) along L” ,̂ we obtain
the same function element P. • Next we continue P along the
^1 ^1
C to «=<_(t„). If we continue P. along ]L , to c< (t ), then alongO O jC X X X
Cjfrom c<^(t^) to (7Ĉ (tg) and then along to since
r(<=x̂ (t̂ ))z roC^(t^)) - fc<̂ (0)» ̂ ^(tg)!
Z  r(c<^(0)) - f
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w© s©© th&t 3 rXX  ̂“ O 5 Ig 3- “ Og Xg 2g XX© wXth%5 . *t/h©J ^
radius of convergence of aXX the function eXements P. p i = O 9 Xg 2j
i
and Q. , i = 0, X, 2g and therefore these function eXements are 
i
rearrangements of each other. SimiXarXyg it can be shown that
anaXytic continuation of P, aXong C from oC (t ) to (t ) and
1 2 o  o  i 0 5
on Lg from to , on from to
and from <=<̂ (t̂ ) to c^(t^) on lead to the same function eXement
P. . Now we have continued P aXong two paths to get P. . We
^ 3  o t;
can continue this process for a finite number of steps g till 
we get to cx̂ (x) = bg and P^ c
If we cannot continue P^ aXong a given curve C = l) at a
point t = Tg (P^ can be continued for 0  - t 6  t^ for t 9 but
not for t^ ), the point is caXXed a singuXar point reXative
to C and P .o
DEFINITION 2-13-“Analytic Function (Weierstrass)
The (complete) analytic function is the set A of all 
function eXements obtainable from a given function eXement by 
anaXytic continuation*
It is easy to see that any function element of A can be 
obtained from any other eXement of A by anaXytic continuation and 
furthermore, from THEOREM 2-6, in a finite number of steps. Also 
if two such sets have one eXement in common, they are the same, 
or identical.
If P(z-a)g with
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P(a=z) = a + 2 a (z-a)^p® îL. t ^
belongs to an analytic function A, then a^ is called a value of
A at the point z = a* Let PL (z-b) be a function element continued
ip
analytically along a given path, = (<=̂ g l) g with endpoints
(o) = b and c< (l) = a. Obviously g P ^ can be continued analyt- o o _yj
ically along any path, = (^, l), with (o) = b and (l) = a,
so that we may have several different function elements of A with
different values at z = a. Let P..(z-=<(t.)) be the function ele-3. J
ment defined at ( 1 ) = a. Thus
P.^(z—a) = a_j 9 Î — I 9 2, eoogX X  ̂/ -yll
and the value of p^^ at z = a is a^« Therefore the analytic
function A is multiple-valued at z = a just as was the analytic
2function w for which w = z, the first such function we studied*
Because we want to study A as a single-valued function, we
‘a 'shall associate with A a manifold, M., on which A will be a
single-valued function*
Since A is the totality of function elements P(z-a) derived 
from a given function element P, we see that the multiple-valuedness 
of A arises from different continuations of P along different paths, 
giving rise to different function elements, P(z-a), Q^z-a), etc*, at 
z = a. Thus we see we can consider the set of ordered pairs 
(a* P(z-a))* Denote this set
DEFINITION 2-14— We shall call two pairs, (a, P(z-a)) and (b, Q(z-a)) 
equivalent if
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(1) a = b
(2 ) P(z-a) = Q(z“b) in their common circle of convergence* To see 
that this is an equivalence relation,
(1 ) Clearly (a, P(z-a)) = (a, P(z-a)) for a = a and P(z“a) z P(z-a) 
in [jz-aj < r(a)j -
(2 ) If (a, P(z-a)) = (b, Q(z-b)); then a = b means b = a, and if 
P(z-a) 5 Q(z-b) in their common circle of convergence, then 
Q(z-b) = P(z-a) in their common circle of convergence, so that 
(b, Q(z“b)) = (a, P(z-a)).
(5 ) If (a, P(z-a)) = (b, Q(z=b)) and (b, Q(z-b)) = (c, Bjèi-c)), then
a = b and b = c implies a = c, while if r(a) - r(b), the common
circle of convergence of P(z-a) and Q(z-b) is |z~a| < r(a), while 
if r(a)r(b); the common circle of convergence is jz-bl <r(b)« 
Similarly, if r(b) ^r(c), then the common circle of conver­
gence of Q,(z-b) and R(z-c) is j z-bj 4. r(b) , while if r(b) r(c), 
the common circle of convergence is |z=c| <  r(c). If r(a)£ r(c) 
£r(b), certainly P(z“a) 5 R(z-c) inside )a“z| < r(a)X |z-c|4r(c), 
the common circle of convergence of Q(z-b) and R(z-c)« Similarly, 
if r(a) ^ r(b) £r(c), P(z-a) 5 R(z-c) inside |z-a| 4 . r(a). In 
fact, inside |z-a| < r(g) = min (r(a), r(b), r(c)), we know 
P(z-a) z Q(z-b), and Q(z-b) f R(z-c), so that in this circle, 
P(z-a) 5 E(z-b), so that (a,P(z-a)) = (c,R(z“c)),
To make an analytic manifold, not just a manifold, we define
a topology in
Let (a, P(z-a)) £ and let K^(a) in the z-plane be any disk
|z-a| /L ^ , ̂ <r(a), the radius of convergence of the function
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element P(z-a), A disk D about (a, P(z-a)) is the set of points 
^(b, Q(z-b) I b L K^a) and Q(z-b) is a direct continuation of 
P(z-a^ . Then we say T C is open if for each point (a, P(z=a)) 6 7, 
there is a disk D about (a, P(z-a)) such that D C  7* To show the disk 
^described above is open, let (b, Q(z-b)) £. D be any point of D»
Then £z''| jz-b |a-bl^ / for (b, Q(z~b)) ^ D means |b-a| ;> 0»
Then, because any such z lies within K^a), there is a function 
element R(z-z^) that is a rearrangement of the terms of P(z-a).
Because lies within the circle of convergence of Q(z=b) and since 
Q(z-b) is a rearrangement of the terms of P(z-a)g R(z-z') is a 
rearrangement of the terms of Q(z=b) and thus a direct analytic 
continuation of Q(z-b)* Then any point in D has about it a 
parametric disk of the same kind as Dg and we see D is open.
We now show that this definition makes a topological space.
(a) The empty set / is an open set, since no element of / fails to 
satisfy the condition.
(b) The whole set is an open set, for if a point (a,P(z-a)) C
then a disk D about (a, P(z=a)) contains only elements of the 
form (b, Q,(z-b)) satisfying the above condition. However every 
element of the form (b, Q(z-b)) is an element of M^, so that,
since (b, Q(z-b)) £ D, D C M^. Then by the definition given 
above of an open set, is open.
(c) If A Aoc, A^ open, then A is open. For if (a, P(z-a)) £ Ao<̂  
oc £ I, there is a D C A such that (a, P(z=a)) £ D
and thus A is open.
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/I(d) If A = /I A., with A open for all i, then A is open* To 
show this, let (a, P(z-a)) £ A, Then (a, P(z-a)) C A^, for 
i = 1, 2, ...» n. Each such A^ also contains points (bg Q) 
with fh-a| < < r(a) and Q a direct analytic continuation of
P. Then A contains all point (b, Q) with |b-a| C mln S  J - /
and with Q a direct analytic continuation of P, and the set of
these points forms a disk about (a, P) in A*
To show is not only a topological, but a Hausdorff
space, we must show if (a, P) = (a, P(z-a)) and (bgQ) = (bgQ(z-b))
are two points of then there are two disjoint open sets g
V and 7 , containing (a, P) and (b, Q,), respectively,ir %
We must consider two cases, namelys
(1) a / b and
(2 ) a = b, but P ^ Qo
(1 ) if a / b, we can find two disjoint disks in
E^, = ẑ|jz-al < Dg =^z||z-bl < - ] 9 and in
we can find contained in a disk K(a)g with P converging in
K(a) and in D^, a disk K(b), with Q converging in K(b). Then, in 
let U be the set of points (a^, P^), where a^ £ K(a) and P^
is a direct continuation of P, and let 7 be the set of points
(b^, Q^) where b^ £ K(b) and is a direct continuation of Q,.
Obviously (a, P) £_ U, and (b, Q) £, 7, Then U H 7 = because 
they are the homeomorphic image of K(a) C\ K(b) =
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In the second case, (2), if a = b, P ^ Q, let K^(a) be the 
disk containing a = b, on which both P and Q converge. Let U be 
the open set consisting of points (a^, P^) where a^ 6 Kf(a)
and P^ is a direct continuation of P. Let V be the open set 
consisting of points (b^, Q^) where b^ K^a), and is a
direct continuation of Q,. Then Ü O  V = for if TJ /7 V / 
there is a point (a P̂  ) = ( b £ ÏÏ n  V, with a ̂  = b ^
P B Q,', But this means that, in the z-plane, we have continued
P from a to a' and then back to a = b, never leaving the circle 
of convergence Kp(a), and yet have arrived at a different 
function element Q,. But this is impossible, since every 
function element arrived at without leaving Kf(a) is only a
rearrangement of P. Then (a, P) £ TJ, (b, Q) £ Y, and TJ O  Y = .̂
Thus we have shown is not only a topological, but a Hausdorff 
space.
111. 2-2
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DEFINITION 2-15— If the point (a, P ) t h e n  the point a in 
the z-plane is called the projection of the point (a,P) on the 
z-plane. If 7 is a set of points in then the projection of
V on the z-plane is the set of points = a|(a, P) £
THEOREM 2-8— is an analytic manifold. First we show that
is a manifold. The projection mapping (p described above takes
each parametric disk D into the corresponding disk Kp(a) = 4^(D),
where (a, P) is the center of the disk E and |b-a)< p , for any 
(b, Q) S D, and withcp^Ca^, P^) = a^, for all points (a^, P^ ) 6  D.
We want to show M, is connected. To do this we show M. isA A
arcwise connected.
Let (a, P) and (b, Q) be two points of Then there is
a path C = (*=̂, l) in the z-plane such that o<(0) = a, ̂ (l) = b,
and P 5 Pg, continued along C by analytic continuation, gives
P^f Qatoc(l) = b. We want to consider the points
(c<(t), P^) and show that the set of these points is indeed a
path joining (a,P) and (b, %). To show T = ^j^(t), P^)| O^t^l^s, 
is indeed a path, we show ^(t), P^) is a continuous mapping of
o -*-s to + S'
111, 2-3
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I = 0,1 into M^. If TJ is a neighborhood of a point
( (t^), there is a disk, K ( (t̂ ))j,
o
lying within the projection(^(U) of U on the z-plane® Let f be 
small enough, also, so that )) lies within the disk of conver-o'
gence of the function element P. ® That is,
o
Kp(̂ ><(t̂ )) Ç CP (u)n (t̂ )| < r(=<(t̂ )) , where r^(t^)) is
the radius of convergence of the function element P. (z-x(t ))»
^o °
Then there is a 5" 0  such that <x(t) £ when |t-t^j< S' ®
If |t-tgj < S'? we know, then, that P^ is a direct continuation of
P , and because =K(t) £ Ko(<=<(t ))^^(TJ), we know l^(t), P ) £ TJ®o to
Thus ^(t), P^)j for 0 £ t 1, is a continuous mapping of I = (JO, l] 
into and is arcwise connected and therefore connected®
Therefore is a manifold because it is a connected Hausdorff
space, each of whose points is contained in an open set homeomorphic
2to an open set in the z-plane which is homeomorphic to E „
To show is an analytic manifold, we must show satisfiesg
(1) there is a collection 4̂ ^̂ ) such that the TJ form an open
covering of and Cp̂  is a homeomorphism of onto an open set of 
the z-plane, and
(2 ) if TJ. n  n. / then CP.(4 ?T̂ ) is a conformai mapping of Cp. (U, O TJ.)1 J J X X X ^
onto Cp. (TJ. 0  TJ.)®J r J
To show (1 ) we take for the set of TJ^C the parametric
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disks about the points (a^, P^) of and for the mappings<5 7  ̂
the projection mappings such that p^) = a^ = Zo To verify
(2 ), if D. fl n./ there is a point (a., P.) = (a.g P.) £ U. H  U 3- J % 1 J J 1 ,
and <J? (a , P ) = a., (p,{a.,̂  P.) = a. = a. » Theni'-i' " “i* "j" " “j “ “i“
Thus if TJ. n V . f ) is simply the identity mapping, which
1  J J 1
is certainly a conformai mapping.
DEFINITION 2“l6--The analytic manifold is called the analytic 
manifold of the regular function elements of A.
If P(z-a) is an entire function, that is, if P(z-a) converges 
for jz-a| < CXÎ5 then the analytic manifold associated with P(z-a)
is the z-plane, for the pro ection of the disk of convergence of any 
function element (a, P) is the disk T̂ here r(a) is the
radius of convergence of P(z-a), but in the case of an entire func­
tion, r(a) = C3i>, so (̂ ) is simply the z-plane, and thus the
z-plane is conformai to the analytic manifold of the function
P(z-a), and thus M. may be considered as the z-plane
111, 2—4"
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However, the function which we considered befor^ is not 
single-valued on the fihite plane. Expanding P(z-l) = we have
P(z-l) = = 1 + -̂ (z-l) - “ (z-l)^ + -^(z-l)^ + ,o,
and the radius of convergence of this function is 1 ,
i#
If z = 1 + re^®, P(z-l) = P(re^®) = Tre ̂  , If we continue 
P(z-l) along the path* with r(t) = e^^^, 0 £ -1* we find P^
converges in fz \ |z-e^^^| 4 1 ^ and
_ ■^t 1  -%t, 2 ?it\ 1  -3 %t/ 2 ?it\ 2Pt = e + — e (z-e ) - g e (z-e ; + ,,,
If t = 1,
z(l) = P^ - = e^^= -1 .
Therefore P_ = -P . Then the two points (l, P ) and (l, -P ) of
1  o ' * or ' o'
the analytic manifold of the function z have the same projection
on the z-plane. If P^ is continued along Y'® with Y’Ct) = e^
we find
?i. - -Pi = p..
Then the point (l, P^,) = (l, P^). Thus we have continued P^
along the path V" with V"(t) = e^ and have arrived at the 
original function P^« If we take any point z^ ^ 0* we have the
same situation, with the two points (z, and (z, -/z) £. M
projecting into the point z of the z-plane, and as z winds around 
the origin once, the corresponding point on goes from (z,
to (z, “/z), and when z winds around the origin a second time, 
goes from (z, -/z) to (z, « Thus has as one familiar model
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the two planes, connected as usual along the branch line 0  é x ^
Up to now, we have considered functions that can be represented 
in the form
f(z) = P(z-a) = %^a (z=a)^,
r?—o  ^
which are regular for
Iz-al <  r(a).
Now we are going to consider functions or elements in which a is a
singular point* In such a function we have one or more terms of the 
function of the form
a ^(z-a)“^, n an integer > 0 ,
so that the function approaches as z approaches a. Such a
function is called a singular function element and the point a is 
called a singular point of this function element* We may represent 
a singular function element as
ns(u) = L 5 y  an integer,/?- \r
and consider the set of ordered pairs
(a, S( v^z-a)) = (a, S)^,
where k is a positive integer, and a is a singular point of the 
function SÇw>) = S(IĴ z~a) * If the point at infinity is a singular 
point, we consider the ordered pairs,
s/l)) = s)̂ .
Z
Obviously, if k = 1 and Y'2.0, S( ̂ z-a) is the regular function 
element P(z-a) that we considered before.
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If k / l,y(A = \/z-a is not single valued9 for if
i© i(©+2 rî )z = a+re - a+re ' ,
/—  i(e+2n^ ^ , , ,
—  3?G ^  p XI Oj) 1  y o O a p  4
Thus^ takes on k different values in any sufficiently small
neighborhood of z = a. However9 we cannot say this9 with certainty,
2about S(yt/), As a simple example, let us consider S^) = ju , with 
k = 4. Then
S( v^z-a) = ( '^-a) ̂
2Thus in a sufficiently small neighborhood of z = a, S^) = ( z-a) 
takes on only two values, instead of the four values ^z-a takes
on in the corresponding neighborhood.
In order to take care of the general situation of this type, 
we consider sÇt() = ^ a ÿ /  a positive integer, and for the
ordered pair (a, S) let (y, k) = m / 1. Then and k = éî" m.
If we let £ be a primitive k-th root of 1 (£^ = 1,£^ ^ 1, t <k), 
we have
S(£ /i) = 1  a (£^u)^ = la ((5^^)
' r>=V “  ' M-v a  f
V
from above, since £ =1. If
euid if
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S( ,/?= V  ̂
from above, then, with k = fSm,
-X - nA ^  hXm
z  a [(a-afj^ - I  a (z*a)‘̂ ^  Z a (a-ajfrm
cxO “  c>̂  / ^
= a (z=-a) - ^  a = S( (^z-a)/>=vn' /ir>r n*̂ '
so that T( ̂ z-a) and S(^z-a) represent the same function» In 
order to eliminate this occurence, we shall assume S(^) 5 S(^)
if = 1 , and C/ 1.
Similarly for the definition of equivalence of ordered pairs in 
M̂ s, we shall define two ordered pairs (a, S)^ and(b, T) , 8  and T
singular, to be equivalent (written (a, S)^ (b, ) if and only if
(1) a = b, k and
(2 ) there is an £ with 6 ^ = 1 such that S(/<) = T(<^)» This is an
equivalence relation, with each of the ordered pairs (a, S)^
defining an equivalence class» We denote by R the set of equivalence 
classes of these ordered pairs. Obviously, as noted before, if
V  Z. 0  and k = 1 , (a, S), = Z a (z-a)^ is a regular functionK yji y- ^
element, and we see that some points of R are regular function 
elements. If (a, S)^ is not such a regular function element,
then it is called a singular function element.
If Sp^) = Z ^ a ^ ^ ,  then terms of the form a w i t h  n Z  0 ,
are certainly regular function elements. Let r(s) be the radius
on
of convergence of the regular terms Z ” a We define a disk D/I-o n — —
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about the point (a, S) ^  E, a / cx?j to be (a, S) and the set of
regular function elements (b, P) E  E, with Ib-al < < r(s),
and P = P(z-a) converging to a function identically equal to one 
of the k determination of S( ^z-a) in their common region of def- 
nition. Thus P(z-b) ^ S(£ (j/z-a), where = 1» The length p  is 
called the radius of the disk D. If (a, S)^ == we take
as the disk D the center  ̂ S)^ and all regular function elements
(b, P), with |bl”  ̂ ^ <i and P = P(z-b) converging to a-1
function identically equal to one of the k determinations of
S(^T) in their common region of definition.
An open set 7(3 R is one in which each point (p<, S)^ E 7 has 
about it a disk, as described above, with D C  7. It can be
shown, as was done for D C  M., that D itself is open,A  p
Again, as for the set the above definition makes R a
topological space. The first four axioms are easily checked. To 
show R is a Hausdorff space, we take two point, (a, S)^ and (b, T)ĵ  ,
such that (a, S)^ ̂  (b, , If a / b, we can find two disks,
and = '̂ z| |z-al < min[^^^^"^, r(s)j^, and
< min the proof follows as the proof, with
a / b; for (a, P) / (b, Q) £ M^o
If a = b; let (a, S)^ £ G = ẑ||z-a| < 4  r(S^ , (b, T) £  7 g
7 =̂ zj|z-b| < _f> < r(T)^, If IT 0 7  ̂  ̂ 5  there is a point
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(c, p) £ IJ D  V, and because (o, P) £ TJj, P(z-c) =■ S(£^ ̂ z-c) and 
because (c, P) £ V, P(z-c) E T(E^ \/z=c), both in some neighborhood
of z
To showj if 7  / (as, S) =  (bp T) p we let t be an^ t
./th-root of ^z-a chosen so that near t"^= ^z-a and
^z-a = t^ 5 where is a primitive /-th root of 1  and 0  < °<<^o
That is, t^ is one of the^=-th roots of z-a* Then since S(^z=a) -
T(^z-a) in some neighborhood of z = c, and hence in some neigh­
borhood of [(c-a) ̂
f S(t^) 5 T(<^5:à) 5 T(t^fJ^).
But then S(^ z-a) r T( ̂ z-a) in the larger disk about z = a con­
taining z = a, for r(S)^ ̂  |o-a|p or r(S) ̂  | c=a|'̂  Replacing t 
by ^ t , we have
2 S((e^tf) =. S(eft'^)£ s(t^) T(t%).
Let yM =<^^o Then
î%) 5 T ( ^ y )
We have (£y) - (£^)^ = 1^ = 1, so that for some £ ~£^p
TU) - T ( W °
But previously, we had stated that SÇ^) ^ S(^) if = 1 and
£ / 1« Therefore £.= 1» Then = 1 implies there is 
integer m such that m /= k, i. e., k is a multiple of Â
If we chose t to be a k-th root of "̂ z-a such that t^ = (̂
a n
z-a
^ 0and t = £̂  yz-a, where 6 ?̂  is a primitive k-th root of 1  and 
0  < < k, we can show, by the same procedurep
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nk n an integer.
Then nk = rm^ and m and n are two Integers such that 
mn = 1. But this means m = n = I 9 and k =--ji o Therefore, in a 
neighborhood of z = a, we have
S(^z~a) = T(f|(yz=a)
Icwhere =1. Then from the definition of equivalent points on 
R, (a, S)^ =(b, T)^, and (a, S)^ and (b, T ^  represent the same
point on R, contrary to the statement that (a, S)^ S' (b, and
thus we have shown that our assumption H /I V / ^ is false.
Let P(z-a) be a regular function element. definition;
the analytic function A containing P(z-a) is the set of regular 
function elements Q(z-b) which can be obtained from P(z-a) by 
analytic continuation. Since Q(z«b) = ^  a (z-b) = (b, Q).
Q(z“b) is a regular function element of R. We know that the set 
of pairs (b, Q), where Q is an analytic continuation of P = P(z=a) 
is the analytic manifold of the regular function elements of A. 
Since the definition of (a, P)5 (b, Q) in is the same as the
definition of (a, S ) ^ ^  (b, T^ in R, with k ^ 1 , we see the
set of ordered pairs (b, Q) in is the set of regular function 
elements in R. Therefore is a subset of R, which we will call 
R^. If (b, Q) is a point in R^, a disk D about (b, Q) consists 
of the same elements as a disk about (b, Q) in M^. Then, a set 
in R^ is open if and only if it is open in R. Sinue ;= R^ is 
arcwise connected, R^ lies in one component of R.
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DEFINITION 2-17—“The totality of function elements (regular or 
singular) in the component of R which contains the function 
elements in the complete analytic function A is called the 
analytic configuration of the analytic function Ao
THEOREM 2-9— The analytic configuration of an analytic function A 
together with the structure given in terms of the disks in R 
defined above is an analytic manifold.
PROOF— Because R^ is a component of R, R^ is connected. We know
Rj and therefore R^ as a subset of R, is a Hausdorff space. We
must show there is a homeomorphism of the disks of R^ to disks 
2in E , and we must show we can define an analytic structure on R^.
If (a, P) is a regular function element of R^, the projection 
(a, P ) a  is a homeomorphism of a disk D containing (a, P) 
onto an Euclidean disk. Howerer, if (a, is a singular func­
tion element with k / Ip the projection (â  8 )^-^ a, since there 
are k k-th roots of (z-a), would have k points projecting to 
b / a, corresponding to each P(z-b) -= S(£ v̂ z-b) , where = 1, 
in the common region of definition of P(z-b) and S(£ i/ẑ a.). To 
make a 1-1 mapping, let (b, P) he a point in the disk of radius 
P  about (a, S)^^ Then we know P(z-b) % S( 6  ̂  z-el) , in their 
common region of definition, where ̂  , with 6 ^ =< 1 , fixes one of 
the k roots of z-a in a neighborhood of z = b. Then we map the 
point (bp P) into € \/b-a of the disk |z|<pp and the point (a, S)̂  ̂
goes to 0. If a = (bp P) goes into v with (^p S)^
going into 0. Then instead of k points of R mapping into bp we 
have each of these k points mapping into a different k-th
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root of (b-a). To make this mapping a little more graphic, a 
disk about (a, S)^ can be thought of as a ramp circling about 
(a, S)ĵ  k times, then penetrating to the bottom surface, just 
as an example, we think of the Riemann surface of w = /i~about 
z = 0  as a spiral ramp circling around twice and penetrating 
again to the bottom sheet» Then we have the homeomorphism
7 ^  -
n
111» 2-5
(b, P)-̂ £!j|b-a, where (b, P) is a regular function element of the
disk I> about (a, 8 )̂ , and «ET would correspond to the sheet on
which (b, P) was situated» Then, if we think of the (/f+l)-th
sheet in the disk D, because
, i(@+2 f̂ ) i©b = a+re = a+re
we have
2 m
= e i@ k K/r---a+re -a = e Wb-a,
and we see D Sheet (ĵ +l) maps into the sector
^   ̂ 2 ^ + 1 )
k “ k ^
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with |b - a|< < [r(sï}^o
Kext, we want to show that these local coordinates make
into an analytic manifold. (a, P)^ = a if k = 1 and (a, P)
is the center of a disk F, and q?(b, P) = £Jb-a if (b, P) 
belongs to a disk D with center (a, If two disks, 3^ and
about two singular elements, (b, T)^ and (a, S)^, respec­
tively, have elements in common, from the definition of the 
disks and all of the elements in are regular
function elements* If (b, P) £ H  the parameter in D 
at (c, P) is z = ^  ^c-a, with c^= 1, and the parameter in 
is w = ̂  ^o-bf with = 1* Since c / a, and c / b, we
know z'^= c-a or c = a+z'̂ , and w = 6 ̂  +a-b* Then w is an
analytic function of z in if (a, S)^ is at the center
of 3)ĵ and (b, T)j is at the center of * If (a, P) and
(b, %) are regular function elements at the center of U and V,
respectively, with TT /I V / then the projection mapping,
(a, P) ->a, as described for gives a mapping such that
CP.(fP~^)9 being the identity mapping, is analytic, as previously  ̂ J
described*
DEFINITION 2-18— The Riemann Surface of the analytic function A 
is the analytic manifold R^ obtained by putting the above 
analytic structure on the analytic configuration of A*
THEOREM 2-10— The regular function elements of the analytic config= 
uration of an analytic function A are function elements of A.
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PROOF— If (b, Q) is a regular element of R^, then (b, Q) can be
joined to any fixed element (â  P) of A by a curve on R^o We
want to show (b, Q) itself belongs to A. In order to show this,
we show the path from (b, Q.) to (a, P) lies in g  If
(c, R)^ is a function element (regular or singular) of R^, then
about (c, R)ĵ is a disk D, of ordered pairs (d, S), all of which 
are regular function elements» Then D - ^(c, R)̂ ^̂  is open and 
F = ^(c, R)^[ (c, R)^ is a singular function element^ is a set of 
isolated points on R^, and has no cluster point on R^» Thus
G = R^ - F is open, since it is the union of all the disks
D - ^(c, R)^ and the union of all disks D' with regular func­
tion elements as centers» We want to show G is connected»
Assume G is not connected» Then G = Ĝ Lv" G^, such that
G^/1 Gg - and G^ and G^ are open. But G^ /I G^ / because,
since each element (c, R)^ of F has a deleted neighborhood 9
D - ̂ (c, R)Jin G, R̂ , = G = G^(V Gg = G^lV G^» If G^/1 Gg = / s>
then R. is the union of two closed disconnected sets, contrary 
to the statement R^ is connected. If p £ G^ O  G^, and if p £ G^,
for example, then G^ is a neighborhood of p which contains no
points of Gg, because G^ is open and G^ H  G^ ~ Then
p ^ G^, because every neighborhood of every point of G^ has
non-empty intersection with G^. Similarly, if p E G^, p ^ G^»
Thus, if p £ G~ 0 G^» p ^ G^tV G^, and thus p £ R^=(G^/0 G^) = F,
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or Gg Ç. Fo Let p 6 ! /I q.̂ G P. Let L be a disk containing
p such that D-p C Q, That is. I) C  so that D-p C- R^-P = G.
Then
D-p = D ̂  (G^Cy Gg) = (D/1 G^) U  (D n  G^) 9
which is the union of two open sets with empty intersection* and 
is thus disconnected. However* D-p is the homeomorphic image of 
a punctured disk in the Euclidean plane and therefore is connected. 
Therefore the assumption is not connected leads to the false
conclusion that the homeomorphic image of a punctured disk in the 
Euclidean plane is not connected. Thus we must conclude that 
R^-P is connected. Then R^-P is a manifold and therefore*
from a previous theorem* is arcwise connected. Hence, any two 
points in R^-P (the set of regular function elements) may be 
jointed by a path in R^-P* or by a path composed only of regular
function elements* so that R.-P = M,. ̂ A A
If D is a disk about (a, where (a* S)^ is a singular
function element of R^, then D-(a* contains only regular func­
tion elements, from the definition of the disk D. Then* if
 ̂f--------------- ^
(b, P) £ D, (b, P) has the local coordinates £ \/b-a* with £  = 1* and
P(z-b) £ S(£, ŷ b-a) in their common region of definition.
DEPINITION 2-17— A path (=<(t), is the line segment
!̂)'=<(t)-a, t £ I, from £ Jb-a to 0* with P^(z““c(t))= S 
0  t < 1 , in their common region of definition* while 
P^(z-a)z S(^z-a)o
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We have shown that, if (a, S)^ is any singular function element 
of R^, (a, S)^ can be joined by a path in D to any regular function
element in the disk D about (a, We have previously shown any
regular function element in can be joined by a path in R^ to any
other regular function element in R^. Thus we see that any function
element, regular or singular, can be joined to any other function 
element by a path in R^»
DEFINITIOIT 2-18— A function element, (a, S) (regular or singular), 
is said to be joined analytically to a regular function element, 
(b, P), if there is a path l),cx:(o) =. b, oc (i) = a, in the 
complex plane (or sphere) such that (X(t), P^), 0  £ t < I, are
regular function elements forming an analytic continuation of 
P and if for all t sufficiently near 1, P^ is identically equal to 
a fixed determination of S, while (a, P^) 5 (a, S)^«
Then is a submanifold of regular function elements of the
Riemann surface R^ of the analytic function A. The singular func­
tion elements (a, S)^^ k > 1 , are called the algebraic branch pointe 
of R^. At such a point (a, A)^, we say the analytic function
n
r
has the value a if V 0* and has the value if V"< 0<
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DIRICHLET»S PROBLEM
Prom the study of analytic functions on a Riemann surface^ 
we are naturally led to the study of harmonic functions. If 
f(z) = f(xjy) = u(x,y) + ivCxpy), and if f(z) is analytic9 we know 
u(x,y) and v(x,y) are harmonie» or = 0 and A v  = 0. However» 
if we have a real-valued function u(x»y)» such that A u  = 0 » we 
may not be able to find a function v such that A v  = 0  in the 
entire region under consideration. Therefore our study of analytic 
functions leads us to the more general area of harmonic functions.
In this section» we shall study the Dirichlet Problem» the 
existence of a solution» and the solution» when it exists,
THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM— Given a region W» and a real-valued function» 
f, continuous on W  » the boundary of ¥» is it possible to find a 
harmonic function u» such that u = f on W® and u is harmonic in 
W?
In order to show the solution» when it exists» we shall study 
Poisson's Integral» a generalization of Hamack's principle» and 
subharmonic functions, leading to the solution of Dirichlet®s 
problem by Perron's method.
Recalling Cauchy's Integral formula, if f(z) is analytic»
- 2 %  z«-z
where V  is the circle “V  = ^z| j z=z^ | = Since
■=5 8 “
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z' = Zg + re^®, dz' = ire^^de,
 ̂ (z^+re^®)ire^®d©
f(s_)o 2 %  o z +rê ®"=zo o
f(Zo+rei*)de.
If f(re^®) = Tj(rê ®) + iV(re^®), where Ü and V are real=valued
i Afunctions of re ,
U(z^ + re^®)d® + + re^®)d©,
Equating real and imaginary parts, we have then
*(%o) “
when n(z) is the real part of an analytic function f(z). Because 
f(z) is analytic, U(z) is harmonic, and we are led to the maximum 
principle for harmonic functions,
THEOREM 5-1— A non-constant harmonic function has neither a maximum 
nor minimum in its region of definition. Therefore, the maximum 
and minimum on a closed, bounded set E are taken on its boundary, 
NOTE~As we observed before, if we have a harmonic function U(z) given, 
and the region under consideration is not simply connected, we 
may not be able to find a function V(z) such that U(z) + iV(z) 
is analytic in the whole region under consideration. However, in 
this proof, we use only simply connected subsets, namely disks, 
of the region under consideration, and in such subsets, U(z) is 
the real part of a function analytic in the entire disk under
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consideration,
PROOP— It is sufficient to show that if U(z) is not a constant, 
its maximum is taken on the boundary of any closed, bounded 
set.
Given a closed, bounded set E, assume there is a such 
that n(z^)J& n(z), z £ E, z^ ̂  E', the boundary of E. Then
there is a disk V = {_z|jz-ẑ j £ C  E •= E', for r sufficiently 
small, such that
n(Zg) =
Also because TJ(z ) ̂  Tj(z + re^®), we have 'o' ' o
U(z^) = Jj{ẑ  + re^®)d®
- *(=o)
sinceThen - U(z^ + re^®^ de = 0, and
T̂J(zq) - n(z^ + re^®)3 — 0, the integral can be zero only if
the integrand is equal to zero. This means IJ(ẑ ) = U(z^ + re^®) 
for all ©, or TJ(z) is a constant.
From this maximum and minimum principle, if two given harmonic 
functions, TĴ and U^, are equal on the boundary of their region of 
definition, E, they are identical. To see this, if and
Hg - = 0 on the boundary of E, and both are harmonic, then 0
is both the maximum and minimum of =• and thus = TT̂  in E,
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Therefore, if Dirichlet's problem, described above, has a solution, 
it is of necessity unique.
Again going back to Cauchy’s integral formula,
f(z) = TTTxJ y  z’“Z
we can let V  be the circle £z| |z’ and let z re
111. 3-1
The inverse z^ of the point z with respect to the circle can
be written
r^ r^o o __
If f is analytic everywhere in and on the circle, which implies the 
real part of f is harmonic,
f(z)
but if we replace z by z^.
az. _ 0.
for — is holomorphic within and on the circle z ' -z_
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V" = [z \ Iz-I =
and, because this circle is a closed contour, the integral of a 
function holomorphic within and on this circle is 0» Since
z' = r^e^^ and dz’ = = iz’dtŷ  we have
V
2 f 2 #Looking at , and remembering the value of z , we have
z’ z* z' z’ z’ 1 z’ z z’ z
z'-z z’—Z-, z’-z z’-z’ẑ  z’=z 1-z^ ~ z"-z ” z-z^ z’-z z’=z
z z
2 _2
then -f—  + _ o  ̂ , Therefore we can
= |z,_z|2 |z'_s|2
write
2 _2
— r - r
2 2
% /  -5---- ^^ r «=• 2r r cos (^-e) + r o O -tr /
If f(z) = f(re^®) = U(re^®) + iV(re^®), we have
0(re^*) - ^ ° 2 ^ j   ----- '-° V :--- 2
y o  r^ - 2r^r cos(<??■=•©) + r
This is Poisson's integral formula in polar coordinates, or in 
terms of z in the denominator, we have
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n(r, ) = -2.
- r
22-
^(ro'QP)
z'-z|
dc/'o
Since Re f ̂ ^  f ]= --- r%; vre make the following definitionsL2 - zj
DEFINITION 5-1— For any piecewise continuous function U(©) in 
Of © f. 2 , with |z| < 1,
d©,
We readily see
Ï̂ï+Y " + ^Y
and
= cP^, c a constant,
Moreover, for U(©) = 1, we have
3«y<, gie_3
because
FyCz) - 2r U(@)d©
U(©)d«
Then remembering how the Poisson integral was derived, we know that 
for \z'\ = 1, and U(O-) = f(z’) 1,
i-w "
eï*.s|2
U(©)d© a:'-
Jo
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If f(z*) - 1, we have
yo e -z = 1,
so that if c is a constant<
Therefore, if
Because
P = c, c
n - M,
1-lz
ri© ÎT© *»Z I
we have
Then
1- Izlie 12“ - I la 12e -z - -
1" I2  I ̂  U ̂ ie© —»21 ] © *=*2
M.
1 / ^ T  I , 2
= —  /  I' (U (e )  -  m)de ±  0 ,
ẑya |ê  ~zl
for the integral of the product of non-negative quantities is 
non-negative. Similarly,
P^£ M
so that we have
m £ P^ Mo
THEOREM 5“2““The function P^(z) is harmonic for |zl<I, and
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lim P^(z) = TJ(e )
z I I
if TJ(©) is continuous at e, 
PROOF— If we differentiate
'o •
do
under the integral with respect to z, we see that, because ïï(©) 
and de are not changed by a change in z, the only quantity which 
is affected by differentiation is
1- fzl
However, we know
f
ie.
is the real part of a function analytic for z Then as the
real part of an analytic function. 1“ z
is certainly harmonic for I z | < 1, i.e»,^/ - f=
L ei*-z
Therefore.
e “ZI
U(e)d©
2^ 0 H(©)d© = 0.
Thus the integral P^(z) Is also harmonic for |z[ < 1. 
To show
lim Pj[(z) = U(#a),
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since U(e^) is a constant, we have P^(z) - Tl(©̂ )
= (U(e) - U(©^))d©, Because
U(©) is continuous, for a given €, if |©-©o |< 6(&), |tT(©) - TJ(©̂ ) |
2
Since 1 - r
l-2r cos
1— Iz I ̂— --------Ô = T  vi— TÔ kas a period of 2 ,(©-©)+ r^ |ei*-z|2
1_
29-
1-Izl
el*-z'2
[n(©)-n(©o)]d©
f^l-lz 2"
i©-- 2! e -z
S
[tr(©)-tr(©^)] d© = £ +  -|^ 1- z [u(©)
” U(©^)Jd©*
If j©-©c,|>^ , there is an m(S) such that
|e^®“z|^ = I e^®-re^® 1̂  ^ m(i’).
Also, since U(-©) is sectionally continuous, there is an M such 
that |tj(©) - n(©a) I ~ M. Then for 1-r < ^ > ve have
[0(e) - 0(ej]ae< ^  M(2^)
1- 1̂ 1 
'e^*-z|2j
[u(«) - U(8„)]de < 2f,
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for an arbitrary E , when 0 < 1 — r < - ) €,
If r = 0, we have P^(o) = 8 0  that the value
of_a harmonic function at the center of the circle is the average 
of its boundary values on the circle.
While we now have a device for solving the Dirichlet problem 
in the unit circle for given values on the boundary, we would like 
to be able to solve it for the boundary of certain given regions.
To do this, we first solve it for a given circle with center
and radius . Let U(e), with IT(0) = U(2^), be a continuous function 
for the boundary j z-z^j - 12̂  + j = J?, We wish to find a
function U'(z), harmonic in z-z U  F , continuous onlz-z = P  ' ' ' ol l o i
and such that
U'(z^ = U(©).
From Theorem 3-2, ïï’(z) is given by
u' (z) = P (•
z-z
u'
z-z
ie
U(e)die
z-z
jjoê ® - (z-z^)J
TJ(e)d©
and we know, from Theorem 3-1* that this function is unique. 
THEOREM 5”3”“-̂ continuous function u(z) in a region J7 which at 
all points z^ f 1% satisfies
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"(=o) = ' èi "(=o + “I®
for all sufficiently small r is necessarily harmonic,
PROOP"If £ _/%. , there is a sufficiently small that
If in the disk D =» £z | jz-ẑ | ̂  jp^ there were a z^ such that
u(z^) 2 u(z) for z £ D = ^z j[z-z^|< J3 ̂  , we could show, as in 
the proof of the maximum principle for harmonic functions, using 
a sufficiently small , that u(z) is a constant in ^z||z-z^|<
Thus the maximum principle applies to u(z) in D, Because the 
maximum principle applies to any harmonic function defined in 
D, it applies to the difference between u(z) and any such har­
monic function.
Therefore let
[ ®*>(z-ẑ )
Then u(z) - v(z) = 0 on ^  | jz-ẑ j J and u(z) - v(z) has no 
maximum or minimum in the interior of D. Thus u(z) - v(z) - 0 
or u(z) f v(z) for z £ B, However, since z^ was arbitrary, we
see u(z) is identically equal to a harmonic function in all of 
_n_, or u(z) is harmonic in_/l ,
HâBNACK'S PRINCIPLE 
Before proving Hamack's principle as a theorem, we want to
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prove the following lemma.
LEMMA. u(z) is harmonic for jzl<y, then
|u(s)| - |»(0)|-
Further, if u(z) ̂  0 for |zj:̂  , then
-r 
^  +r u(0) £ u(z) i u(0)J=-r
First,
implies
jp-r £ i©J^e -z I £J>+r
£. e ^ ® - z  1^ i  ( _ p + r ) ^ j
and
and thus
C/’+r)^
or
2 2_/̂ -r  ̂ ^  -r  ̂̂ + r  9=*+r - — r-
Then if u(z) is harmonic.
u(z)
-is -z
d©
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- *(0)
If u(z) 2l 0, we have
u(z)| - u(z) . ■è/~'|f i /  |2 »(^e^®)d9.I v̂ e "Z
1 °r _ ie,
-  ~ w r î i i
or, since
^/^u(y?e^®)d© = Iu(j7e^®)| de,
when u(z) Z  0 for z £ |z | <j> ,
Since
we have
e^®)d© = u(0)
u(0) i u(z)_- ^ U ( O ) ,
We can apply this inequality to a series of positive terms, or 
to the differences between successive terms of an increasing sequence, 
of harmonic functions.
THEOREM 3-^ (Hamack's Principle)““.Consider a sequence of functions 
u^(z), each defined and harmonic in a certain region Let
-A. be a region such that every point in has a neighborhood 
contained in all but a finite number of the _/3 and assume 
moreover that in this neighborhood u^^z) £ u^^^(z) as soon as
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n is sufficiently large. Then there are only two possibilitiess 
Either u^(z) tends uniformly to on every compact (i. e., 
closed and bounded) subset of , or u^(z) tends to a harmonic 
limit function u(z) in _r2. , uniformly on compact sets.
PROOF— First, assume there is at least one point, ẑ , where
lim u^(z^) = From the assumptions made above, there is
an r :> 0 and an m such that for |z-ẑ | ̂  r and n % m, u^(z)
is harmonic and u^(z) — u^^^(z). Then applying the left hand
estimate above to u (z) — u (z) Z. 0, we have, inside the disk,n m
- I J'
or
Thus u^(z) goes to infinity uniformly in the disk Czj |z-z^j^ “ j*
If we have a point z^, such that the lim u^(z^) < then there
are an r’ and an m' such that inside the disk ^z | |z=ẑ | < r'J*,
and for n > m*, u^(z) is harmonic and u^(z) £ u^^^(z). Then
applying the right hand inequality to u^(z) - u^,(z) ^  0, we 
have
r
(V^l) ■ "m'̂ '̂l))
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or
Then u^(z) < 5u^(z^) + u^,(z) -
Thus for |z-ẑ j u^(z) is bounded, for u^(z^) and u^,(z^)
are bounded by our assumption, and u^(z) is bounded because it
is harmonic for Z““Ẑ < r, and thus continuous in this disk.
Therefore it is continuous and hence bounded in the compact
disk, ^z I |z-ẑ J < This shows that the sets in which
lim u (z)< are open and the sets in which lim u (z) = n M oc? n
are also open.
Since ~TL is a connected region and is the union of the two
sets, one of them must be empty. Then, if lim u (z) = ■=>̂ for/j —9" n
any z £ j~i. , lim u (z) = for all z 2 yz. The uniform conver-
/J «'
gence to <=̂ on compact sets follows by use of the Eeine-Borel 
theorem.
If lim u (z) < ■=‘*̂ at any z £ Si. , we know lim u (z) ̂/y «-5* n ^ Ck3> n
for all z £ j~2- 9 and we want to show the convergence is uniform. 
Because
for jz-z^jl'^ and n > m ’, we have uniform convergence in some
neighborhood of every point. By use of the Heine^Borel theorem, 
we therefore have uniform convergence on any compact subset 
of .
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To show lim u^(z) < is harmonic, we consider, since 
u^(z) is harmonic for every n.
u (z) = P (z)n un
Also, for % £ J2. and suitable/^, we can construct P^(z), defined 
for z £ ^z ||z”Z^j< _ p ^ c  jQ. « If we can show P^(z) £ u(z) for 
all z £ ri- s then we know u(z) is harmonic* Por u and defined 
on the circumference of the disk D = £zj jz-ẑ j < C 1% we
have
P (z) “ lim P (z) = limu un
since P (z) can be treated as a constant in this case* Thenu
2 , 12 
1_ / J. -|2-=o I
2%/ u(z + e^®)de- (z^Zg) 2 o
 ̂ hPe
o
X© )d*.
Therefore lim
'h7r
lim 2^
J=> Z-Zq
LPeX© (z-z^)
[u(^ e -  + z^) + z^)]d©|
Then, because the closure D is a compact set, for any ^ >0 there 
is an N such that if n -2- N,
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0 + z ) - u ( / * e  + a  o n' o
1@ )]<£.
for all e. 
Then
lim
n~̂  t=~3 P«(:) - (̂ )n
<
1
2^
Z“Z
e^® •=■ (z“Z )
ince e^® + z^) - û (/) e^® + a^)] Z 0 for n 2 Nj
J lim fp
A-9 C>« I ^(z) - P (z)un < e
for arbitrary so that
0 = P (z) - lim P (z) = P (z) - lim u (z)u /I —> >=*<D n
since, because u (z) is harmonic, P (z) = u (z), for all n.
n ^
Therefore
0 = P„(z) “ lim _u^(z) = P^(z) - u(z)H oo ÏÏ
or
P^(z) = u(z),
for all z £, ẑ j|z“Ẑ | , so that u(z) is harmonic in
^z I [z-ẑ j < ' However, z^ and y  are arbitrary, so that
u(z) is harmonic in _CL ,
Next, we use Hamack's Principle to prove the following more 
general theorems
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THEOREM 3-5--Suppose that a family*^ of harmonic functions on a
Riemann surface W satisfies the following conditions
(a ) For any and u^ belonging to there is a u belonging to ^
with u ^max (u^, u^) on W. Then the function
U(z) = sup u(z)
U£ IX
is either harmonic or constantly equal to +
PROOF— Let be an arbitrary point of W» Then there is a sequence.
^u ^of functions, u^ £ 2/, with
lim u (z ) = n(z ). n o  o
Let = u^, and for each n, choose u^^^ such that
u^^^ %  max u^)o Then, since each
lim u (z ) =lj(z )o
f ~ ] ~ "  1L /Also, the sequence  u ) is non-decreasing* Then, applying
Hamack's Principle to the sequence ̂ u^j , we have
U (z) = lim u (z) 
is either harmonic or identically +<=̂ * Obviously IĴ (ẑ ) = U(z^)*
Let z' be another point of W, Then there is a sequence of o
functions u' 6 such thatn
lim u'(z') = n(z'), /,_5.o-= n' o* o'
As before, we let u” ^  be such that u ' 2. max (u', u , u i) * n n n n
Then the limit function
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U'(z) = lim 1 2 * (z)O ^ c»0 H
will satisfy TĴ  and = F^(z^) and n^(z*) = n(z^), also.
If ÏÏ and U* are finite, then since IT - Ü* £ 0 ando o o o
(^q(Zq ) - TĴ (ẑ )) = 0, Dg = has a maximum at z^, and since
¥ is a region, this means by use of the maximum principle,
in W. Because U(z^) = U^(z^), and because z^ is an arbitrary
point of W, n = Further, U is harmonic, since is harmonic
according to Hamack's Principle,
If U = then TT*(z ) = +‘=̂ , and since U'(z*) = U(z'),o o o' ' o o ' o"̂ ̂
H = + ‘=̂ , since z^ is an arbitrary point of ¥.
SHBEAHMONIC FACTIONS 
DEFINITION 3-2-“If v is a real-valued function, v is said to be 
subharmonic in a plane region ¥ if
(A1) V is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) in ¥^i. e.,
(v(z') ^ lim v(z) for all z* ^ ¥),
(A2) If u is a function harmonic in W* C- ¥, then v-u is 
either constant or fails to have a maximum in ¥*,
Because v is real-valued and hence finite for any given z*,
V  is bounded on any compact subset of ¥, Conventionally, a function 
V* which takes on the value - at any or all points in the region 
under discussion is also admitted as an u, a, c, function. Thus 
an u. s. c. function may take on all finite values and as
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well; but not If V is any compact subset of W; and ? is an
u. s. Ce function not identically -oo in V; v has a finite maximum
in V. Also, if v is Uo s. c»,
V = lim f^ÿ n n
where ^  ̂is a non-increasing sequence of continuous functions» 
(The proof is shown for lower semicontinuous functions, but by suit­
ably changing terminology, the theorem applies to u. s» o. functions)» 
DEFINITION 3-3-“The function ? is superharmonic if -v is subharmonic» 
If u is harmonic, u is both subharmonic and superharmonic» The 
converse is also true, but needs further proof»
Since the definition of subharmonicity is of local character, 
a function which is subharmonic in a neighborhood of every point 
of W is subharmonic on W» Also, subharmonicity is invariant under 
conformai mappings. Thus, if v is a subharmonic function defined 
in a region W, and if q? is a conformai mapping of ¥ onto a region
such that for
<7'(x, y) = (x^s y^),
v(x, y) = v^(x^, y^) = v̂ <̂ (x, y),
for all (x, y) & ¥, then is a subharmonic function on W^»
If we wish to consider an arbitrary Riemann surface, W, we 
can apply the above definition of subharmonicity without change»
Thus a real-valued function v  is subharmonic on an arbitrary sur­
face ¥; if and only if it is subharmonic when expressed in terms 
of a local variable, this local variable z being the value assigned
[l] Ref, (4), pg. 1 0 3 ,
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a point vr £ W under one of the allowed conformai mappings,O?, of a 
neighborhood of w onto an open set of the z-plane«
LEMMA. 3”2— If and are subharmonic, then v = max (v^, v^) is
also subharmonic.
PROOF— (A1) If lim v_(z') and v„(z) Z  lim v (z'), then
v(z) V (z) and v(z)_> v (z) implies lim v(z')
= max(lim v^(z')» v^fz')) v(z).
(A2) Let u be harmonic in W , the region of definition of both
and Tg, and assume further v-u has a maximum in W ’, say at ẑ «
Suppose, for example, that v = v^ at z = z^« Then for all z £ W* 
v^(z) - u(z) ^ v(z) = u(z) £ v(z^) - u(z^)
= - .a(z_̂ ),
so that v^“U has a maximum in W \  and thus is a constant c, so 
that we have also
c ̂  v(z) - u(z) ̂  c,
or
v(z) - u(z) = c.
We can extend this result to any finite number of subharmonic
functions, but if we attempt to extend it to an Infinite family of
 ̂ “%oOsubharmonic functions, we fail; we cannot show v = max
U • S • C ft
We can leam more about subharmonic functions by the use of the
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Poisson integral» If v is subharmonic and continuous on the cir 
cumference of a disk A  with center and radius we know the
Poisson integral of v with respect to ^  is
2
V (z')dO
¥e also remember P (z) is harmonic insidewhere z® = z + Pe o
^  and
lim P (z) = v(z®).
If V is u, s, Cos P^(z) can be interpreted as a Lesbesgue integral»
However, we can also use the fact that v is the limit of a non»increas­
ing sequence of continuous functions» Then we set
P„(z) = inf P^(z) = inf
2 z»z
W(z®)d©i
|z*»z|
where W ranges over all continuous functions such that W(z) > v(z) 
for all z for which v is defined» If v is u» s» o., instead of
lim P (z) = v(z®),
we have
lim P (z) v(z').
Then v®, defined as v® = v on z=zo and V® = Py in z»z^|
is u. s. C» for Z“Z < jOo By applying Hamack's Principle, we 
see that P^ is either harmonic or identically in jz“Ẑ | i.
To show the elementary character of the Poisson integral, we
show
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without use of the Lebesgue integral»
If and Vg are continuousp the relation is obvious» If
v^ and/or Vg are u» s» c» p let w^ and Wg be continuous majorants of
v^ and Vg. Then
P <-P = P + P „Vp + Vg - w^ + Wg W^ Wg
We have i = Ig 2 9  and for z <f j |z-ẑ |
2
P - PWi V.
o
However, we can find for our w^ a continuous function such that 
w^(z) %  v^(z) for all z £ j |z-ẑ  j ~J^g and such that for an 
arbitrary £‘>OpW^(z) ■= v^(z) < except on a subset of measure 0 ; 
so that for this w,,X
Wi v^
o
(f d©
or
2 ^ / -r
I
P^ = P^ j for all z £ ^z|jz-z^j<r Then we have
\  \ \  * S’ S"2 - \  " S'
To prove the inequality in the other direction, let w be a continuous 
function such that
W  >  V^ + Vg*
Then
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(p + P )(z)<T (z«) + V (z*) 2- —y ̂ 2 2 ^
w (z’) = lim P (z)
Then by use of the maximum-minimum principle we see that for jz-ẑ |-C jo,
*“w - ( \  + ^  °>
because P - (P + P ) s as harmonic function takes its minimum
1 2
on the boundary, | |z=z | ~P~]) ̂ or
and thus
Therefore
P + P PVg- Vi+Vg
Obviously, if v ^ 0, P^ £ 0, and if also v>^ 0 on |z-ẑ |
P^ < 0 in |z-z^|< y , by use of the maximum principle.
TBBOEEK 3-6— An u. s. c. function v is subharmonic in a plane region 
¥ if and only if
v(z) < P^(z) 
in all disks ^  with A  C. y,
PROOF— Suppose v is subharmonic. Let w be a continuous majorant 
of V on the boundary of ̂  . Because v is u. s. c., we have
lim v(z) ^v(z®)— w(z") - lim P (z).F 2^ a
If v-P^ X c, a constant, does not have a maximum in A,
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and therefore
V Pw
in is f and thus
V < P
because as was shown previously, if v is u« s, o., there can be
found a continuous majorant of v, namely w, such that
P^(z) = P^(z), for all z in W. To show the proof in the opposite
direction, assume
v(z) ^ P^(z)
in all disk A  with A  C W. Then let u be harmonic in W  C W, 
and assume v-u has a maximum at z^ f W ’o Since v(z)— p^(z),
we have
so we can let u be identically equal to zero, to simplify 
calculations. Further, since
v(z) - u(z) = v(z) - 0 ̂  v(z^) - u(z^) = v(z^),
if v(z) i 0, for all z, we can let
v’(z) = v(z) - v(Zg) - 0,
so that, without loss of generality, we can specify v(z)ĵ  0, 
and v(Zg) = 0. Then, for sufficiently small, we consider the
disk ̂ z I jz-ẑ j < jpJ , and we have, for z'-z^j = J?,
v(z*) ^ 0,
and
0 = v(z^) < P^(Zq ) 0”
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But P^(z^) = 0 implies that v(z') 5 0 on. the boundary of A  *
Then v = 0 in a neighborhood of z^j by use of the maximum prin=
ciple, and because W  is connected, we can again construct a 
disk Zü' with another point z^ belonging to the boundaiy of 
as center, and show in v = 0. Then if v-u has a maximum 
in ¥, at z = z^ 9  v-u is constant and equal to v(Zg) -u(z^) on
an open subset of W, for we can show that any point at which 
v-u is equal to 0 is the center of an open disk in which v-u 
is identically equal to 0» However, it can be shown that the 
set in which v-u is a maximum is closed* We know u is continu­
ous and V is u* s« c«, so v-u is u, s« c* Let z° be a limit 
point of the set on which v-u is a maximum* We know 
v(z') - u(z*) ^  lim ^v(z) - u(z)]*
Then every neighborhood of z’ has a point z^ such that v-u
is at a maximum at z^, since z’ is a limit point of such a 
set. Then
v(z') - u(z') -? v(z^) - u(z^)^ v(z) - u(z)
for z £ W. Then z' £. ^zjv(z) - u(z) = max (v-u) in W^* Thus 
the set in W in which v-u is equal to the maximum is both open 
and closed, and thus is either W or /. Then v is subharmonic, 
since it has already been stated v is u* s. c«
If V is continuous. Theorem $-6 leads to the mean-value 
property, for we have
v(z)^
so that
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vCZq) - p ---v(z^+^'-^)d0  = -^J v(z +/e^®)dez 4%fe ”Z £̂)I o ol
f V is only u= s<, Co and not continuous* we can replace the 
Riemann integral by the Lebesgue integral and this inequality 
holds for any subharmonic v«
z -=z ^
THEOREM 3-7— If V is both subharmonic and superharmonic* then v is 
harmonic.
PROOF— If V is subharmonic* then in any disk D = ̂ z ||z-ẑ
:< ' h - J ^ +^e^®) d©
If V is superharmonic, -T is subharmonic* so that
“v(z^) £ + Ĵ ê ®jjd©,
or v(z^) Z. y^v(z^ +y e^®)d©, so that we have
+jpei®)d@
or
vCzg) = v (Zq +-Pei®)d@,
and since, for p  sufficiently small, any z in W may be the 
center of such a disk D, z^ is arbitrary, so we know from 
Theorem 3-5 that v is harmonic in its region of definition.
If V and V and sub harmonic functions, then v^(z)£P (z) and1 2 „ X v^
V _(z) £ P (z) and P - P + P = so that we have^2 v^ Vg"
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T^(z) + Tg(z) ̂  P^^(z) + P^^(Z) .
thus (v^ + Vg) is subharmonic if and Vg are subharmonic*
Since we are interested in harmonic functions defined not 
only in a region of the Euclidean plane, but in harmonic functions 
defined on arbitrary Riemann surfaces, we make the following defini­
tion:
DEFINITION 5-4-=Let v be subharmonic on a Riemann surface W, and 
let A  be a parametric disk in W* Then is the Poisson inte= 
gral of V in ^  which is formed by means of a specific conformai 
mapping of A  onto a circular disk*
THEOREM $-8-=The function v^ which is equal to P^ in A  and equal 
to V on W=A is subharmonic on W,
PROOP-“On ¥=A p v ^ - v i s u *  s. c* Since
ïîm P (z) A  T(z'),
where z’ belongs to the boundary of A , is also u* s* c* in
A  . To prove (A2) , let u be harmonic in CZ ¥® Suppose
V -u has a maximum at z ^ ¥® * If z £ A  , then we see v =u o o o o
is constant in a component of ¥'A  A ,  for in A ,  is harmonic
and thus v^=u is harmonie, and does not have a maximum on any
open set; unless it is a constant. If ¥" = ¥'£1 A  , we are 
through; for since ¥' is connected, ¥' /IA is connected and 
hence there is only one component of ¥' in A  » If ¥’ / ¥*/ljAp 
then A  has a boundary point in ¥ “, and since is u. s. c.,
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themaxiniumis attained on the boundary® Thus, unless v^-u is a 
constant, it cannot have a maximum in « If ẑ<£' W* /O ,
then by the same reasoning, we have v^-u constant in a component
of w  n  ( w - ^ .
If W  = W'/l (W-A) j we are through, but if ¥ ’ / W  (W-A) s 
we know that, because W  is connected, W* has a point in common 
with A , and hence with the boundary of A , and that the maximum 
of v^-u is taken at that boundary point. Thus we have shown we 
need only consider the case where the maximum of v^-u is taken on 
the boundary of A. . There we have
v(z) - u(z)_< v^(z) - u(z)j<
T(%o) “ *(Zc)'
Because v(z) - u(z) then has a maximum, at z^ in W'A ¥, it is 
constant there, so that as a result of the double inequality, 
v^(z) - u(z) is also a constant, and we have proved condition (A2)
THE SOLUTION OF THE BIRIGHLET PROBLEM 
DIRICHLET'S PROBLEM--Given a continuous real-valued function f on P  , 
the boundary of a subregion G of a Riemann surface ¥, we are 
required to construct a continuous function u on G = G (V P  
with u f f on P  and u harmonic in G.
Obviously, if u^ and u^ are two such functions, s Ug, 
was shown as a result of Theorem $-1.
The following solution of Dirichlet's problem is by use of 
Perron’s method. Perron’s method was published in a paper,
as
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"über die Behandlung der ersten Randveraufgabe fur = O 5 "
published in MATHEMATISCHE ZEITUNG, 18, pages 42-54, in 1925,
We find, in attempting to solve Dirichlet’s problem by this 
method that, whether or not there exists a solution to this prob­
lem, there is associated with every function f, defined on the 
boundary H  t and whether continuous or not, a function u which is 
either harmonic or completely degenerate ( u »
To find a candidate for the desired function u, let l/(f) 
be the class of all subharmonic functions v in G such that
lim v(z) f(z')
9r -^ 9 .
for all z’ <5T r^. The function f is real-valued, but otherwise
may take on any desired values, even + or =o<3-,
THEOKEM 5-9--The function u, defined by
u(z) = sup v(z), 
v<tT/(z)
is either harmonic, identically + c^or identically -=>^in G.
PROOF— Because the function which is identically is in'T(f),
T/(f) / If this function is the only element of Z^(f),
then we can see u 5 also*
If V(f ) has other members besides the function v £ =
mentioned above, we proceed as followso Let be a parametric
disk such that A  C  G, If v £ ‘7/"(f) » we can form the associated
function v , with v = P in A , and v = v on G - A  » Then fromo o V o
Theorem 3-=?» we know v^ is subharmonic in G and thus v^ £ *̂ (f)s> 
and from Theorem 5-6, v — v^o Then
[2 ] See Ref. (6 ).
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u(z) = sup V (z)
O V
in A  .
All the are subharmonic in G, and hence in A , Then we 
have two possible cases 9 v^ 5 “ < = « 3 for all v^in A  9 and hence
u ̂  or there exists at least one v^ that is finite in A ,
Then we know by its construction v^ is harmonic in A  , Then
let us consider the class of all v finite and hence harmonico
in A  » These satisfy Theorem 5-5 and thus
u = sup V
is either harmonic or identically equal to + ‘=»̂ in A o
Then u is harmonic or identically equal to - «=̂ or +«3 in 
each parametric disk. Because G is connected* only one of 
these conditions can occur, so that the theorem is proved.
In order to determine the conditions under which a solution 
to Dirichlet's problem exists9 we shall study the boundary behavior 
of the function u. In this study, we shall be interested only in 
the case when f is bounded, so that |fl M, for some M»
BEFIIflTION 3-5~~A function in G is called a barrier at z ’ £ P  ,
the boundary of G, if it satisfiess 
(B1 ) ^  is subharmonic in G,
(B2 ) lim ̂ (z) = 0 ,
? “5>
(B5) lim jB(z) < 0  for all z ’ / z ', z ' £ P
2--̂ 2p °
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111. 3-2
A boundary point is called regular if and only if there is a
barrier at z %  Let T be a neighborhood of z^ and ^  a barrier function
as described. Then because V is open, ^  is strictly less than 0 every­
where in V, and outside V, there is a -m, m > 0, such that 
^  (z*) 5 -m for all z'̂ £' Let be the function such that
^ y(z ' ) - max -l). Then ^y(z' ) <0 for all z' 6 and
^  ^( 2 1') f -1 for z* ̂  V. is called a normalized barrier with
respect to T. If G* is a region such that G ' H V  = can
be used as a barrier for G', if we define £ -1 in G’ -(G’ O V).
Thus the existence of a barrier at a point is a local property,
and depends only upon the geometric properties of G in a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of z^.
THEOREM 3-10— At a regular point z^ the function u, introduced
in Theorem 3-8, satisfies
lim f(z') 6. lim u(z) ±. lim u(z) — lim f(z') 
a a 2- -^2* z -^2 / i.'- 9
provided that f is bounded.
PROOF— Let A = Tim f(z') and let V be a closed neighborhood of ẑ  
such that f(z’) < A + for a given £ ̂  0. If v <f 7/(f),
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the function (P, with
ip = v*=A + (M“A ) ̂  ̂
is subharmonic and
lim cp(z) < C 5
for all z’£ , whether inside or outside of 7, If z £ 7, we
have lim v(z) < A + £ < M, because lim v(z) £ f(z’) and
f(z')- M for z'£ Z'”' 9 and -I £ (!5̂ (z) £ 0  for z £ G. Then if
z £ 7,
<^(z)£ A + £ - A = E p 
because (M - A) £ 0» If z £ G = 7, z* C F^“( and
lim v(z) £  Ms while = *=1. Then 
2
CP (z) £ M ■= A ■= (M ■= a) = Oo
Then b?(z)<£ in G, and because v is arbitraryj, it is true for
all V £ (f)o Since
u(z) = sup v(z) 9 
v6l/(f)
we have
u(z) - A + (M - A)/^^ S. ^
or
u(z) £ A •= (M “ A)^ ̂  + £<
As z tends to z^j we have
Then
lim u(z) < A + £
lim u(z) £  lim f(z’). 
^2^0 S:''
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Now to show
liro f(z') ̂  lim u(z),
we let
= (B + + B _6,
where B = lim f(z') and f(zs) > B - g in Tg a closed neighbor-
hood of z% Again is subharmonic b e c a u s e i s  subharmonic 
and we have
Tim y(z) ^  B = 6 < f(z'),
for z’ £ Vj since f(z“) < M and thus
-M i B £ M or M + B > Os
while (M B)/f ̂  < 0 »  If z'f T" -(r/H V), ^ . -1, so that
lim l^(z) 5= “M — B + B — £ = c M — £ K f(z")o
Then since iF" is subharmonic in Gg and
lim 1 ^(2 ) — f(z°)p z* £ p
we know
u(z) Z  ̂ (z) o 
Therefore when z tends to z^, we have
and thus
so that since
lim u(z) >  B “ £ s 
^
lim f(z’) ^ lim u(z) 
2''—i» 2 / 2 —
lim u(z) £ lim u(z) 
2--̂ > Z -̂ 2.»
the theorem is proved*
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COROLLARY— If f is continuous and G is a region with, only regular 
points, then the Dirichlet problem has a solution* Conversely, 
if the Dirichlet problem has a solution for arbitrary continuous 
f, then every boundary point is regular*
We cannot state here necessary and sufficient conditions for 
regularity of a boundary point. While they are known, they cannot 
be given in a useful form* However, we can give the following theo­
rem which is general enough for many cases*
THEOREM 3-ll--The point is a regular boundary point of G when-
ever the component of the boundary H  which contains does not
reduce to a point*
PROOF— Because regularity is a local property, we can consider the
case of a subset G of the Riemann sphere* From the assumptions
stated in the theorem, the component on the boundary P  containing
z contains another point z., / z * We can select a simply con- o 1 o
nected subset E of the complement of G containing both z^ and a
suitable z^* By making an auxiliary linear transformation, we
can choose z^ = , and z^ - 0* Because E is simply connected,
we know the complement of E is also simply connected* Therefore 
we can define a single-valued branch of the function
3 = cr + it = log s 
in G. We know 2n^ £ %  :l2(n+l) ?"* For the sake of simplicity,
let n = 0. Then this function maps G onto G”, with 0 — 2 Tr*
Then the intersection of G %  with any line c/" = <3̂  ̂i® ^ un^on of 
segments of total length equal to or less than 2 To see that
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the number of such segments in any one line <T= <r̂  is at most
countable, we note there are at most finitely many segments of 
length > for each positive integer n. Letting (f be fixed,
we know
where S is a segment of <3^ H G. Let s! and sV be the endpoint j. o 1  X s
of the line segment S^, with
Im s' <  Im s7<X X
Then if s'> let us define
s' = s
= arg — — —  = arg (s' - s) - arg (s” - s) 
s'.'  ̂e  ̂ ^
0 ^ ^  o
Then we define the function
<=><(s) = - u. (s)o
t-/ 1
This function is harmonic because the sequence (2̂ u. (s)( of 
sums is non-decreasing, and yet bounded, so that the limit is 
harmonic by Hamack's principle. The function is harmonj
because it is the imaginary part of the analytic function
V  - log B „  .  g  - log ^-i-r
(T +X^^-l0g Z 
j-0+Æ"-10g 3 •
It is easy to see (consult the following illustration) thai
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&  arc tan — ^  0
2
0̂
a- *7— ^ —
~<r‘
If <r= <Tq ? we have
yWĵ Cs) = arg ̂ arg ^
-T) 'Ci -'C
= arg^ .. ::v1
Then because ^" <rjĴ is a real number^ its argument is a
^  ! - T
multiple of If the quotient of two
negative numbers, and hence positive» If ^ 9
is the quotient of two non-negative numbers and hence is non­
negative. In these two cases^
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r[ “ t;
IfX| ^
T| -T:1 - , _ x-^ -X" ^——— —  < 0 and arg - = ?" s
so that
-i - -|[|'0 +%"4.o] = -1.
If <r = (T^andX j orX^, /f^(s) is defined to be 0. Then if
we define cC as identically equal to -1 for &■ < cr- ̂ =c is subhar-o
monic in G.
Howeverj we cannot yet say
<^(s) ='=<(log z) 
is a barrier at for^ even though it is subharmonic^ nega­
tive in the interior of Gg and has the limit 0, as z for
2 ^  lim arc tan — — — = Op
' (T" “ cr~̂
it may be that goes to 0 at a finite boundary point» To
construct a function not equal to zero at any finite boundary
point p we let ^ be a sequence of real numbers tending to
+‘̂ . Let cr̂  be replaces by <r̂  in the definition of and let this
new function be defined as » Then let 0  be the function definedn
as
_ c>*̂oo otO _ ^
-̂ (z) = X  (log z) = T  2 /lA^))
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“ 2 ^  -g where s._ = ĉ  + i T
Then
° - 8' in n in'
G*̂2 T" -n ^  ,^  Z 2 arc tan  ------ - -J?(z)£ 0/| - C? ^ ̂ ^
or
“ ̂  2 ^(z) jf Oo
/7 -  o
Then ̂ (z) converges uniformly in G %  and for z in the neigh= 
borhood of a finite boundary pointy we have g for some Hg
2 n ^  Ng
so that cT (z) = =1 for n 2: Then iim>5?(z) < 0„ for za g —» go c*
a finite boundary pointy andl^’is a barrier*
In conclusion^ in the first section* we have shown the constr"ac= 
tion of Riemann surfaces for certain given functions* In the second 
section^ manifolds were defined, and an abstract Riemann surface was 
defined in terms of these manifolds* In addition^ we showed that the 
Riemann surfaces we constructed were just such abstract Riemann 
surfaces* In the third sectionp we studied the Poisson Integral, 
Hamack's Principle, and subharmonic functions, in order to determine 
the solution of Dirichlet's Problem, and gave a sufficient condition 
for the existence of a solution of this problem*
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